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ABSTRACT

Improving program performance through the use of multiple homogeneous processing elements, or cores, is commonplace. However, these architectures increase the complexity required at the software level. Existing work is focused on optimising programs that run in isolation on these systems, but ignores the fact that, in reality, these systems run multiple parallel programs concurrently with programs competing for system resources. In order to improve performance in this shared environment, cooperative tuning of multiple, concurrently running parallel programs is required. Moreover, the set of programs running on the system – the system workload – is dynamic and rapidly changing. This makes cooperative tuning a challenge, as it must react rapidly to changes in the system workload.

This thesis explores the scope for performance improvement from cooperatively tuning skeleton parallel programs, and techniques that can be used to cooperatively auto-tune parallel programs. Parallel skeletons provide a clear separation between algorithm description and implementation, and provide tuning knobs that the system can use to make high-level changes to a programs implementation. This work is in three parts: (i) how many threads should be allocated to each program running on the system, (ii) on which cores should a programs threads be executed and (iii) what values should be chosen for high-level parameters of the parallel skeletons. We demonstrate that significant performance improvements are available in each of these areas, compared to the current state-of-the-art.
LAY SUMMARY

Improving program performance by splitting the work between multiple processors is common-place. However, this approach increases the complexity of the software required. Existing work is focused on optimising programs that run on their own on these systems, but ignores the fact that, in reality, these systems run multiple parallel programs at the same time with each program competing for system resources. In order to improve performance in this shared environment, cooperative tuning of multiple, parallel programs that are running at the same time is required. Moreover, the set of programs running on the system varies over time and changes rapidly. This makes this cooperative tuning a challenge, as it must react to these changes.

This thesis explores the scope for performance improvement from cooperatively tuning programs, and techniques that can be used to cooperatively these programs. This work is in three parts: (i) how many parts should each program be split into when run on the system, (ii) on which processors should a programs parts be executed and (iii) how should the way each part executes its work be modified to get best performance. We demonstrate that significant performance improvements are available in each of these areas, compared to the current state-of-the-art.
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INTRODUCTION

Relentless improvements in processor performance have historically come from increasing processor frequency and more sophisticated micro-architecture designs. This progress has slowed as processor designs reach physical limits, such as a limited capacity to remove heat (Sutter and Larus, 2005). Using multiple homogeneous processing elements, or cores, is now a focus for industry and research as it is a promising avenue to continue improving processor performance (Asanovic et al., 2006).

To utilise multiple cores, parts of the program must be executed in parallel. However, this increases the complexity required at the software level to obtain optimal performance. This is because the performance relies heavily on efficient utilisation of several cores. In contrast to an efficient sequential implementation, programs now need to address issues including parallel decomposition, work scheduling, resource allocation and inter-core communication.

Similarly to the single-core era, additional complexity is introduced by executing multiple parallel programs at the same time on these multi-core systems. The resource sharing that this causes means that the programs will have a performance impact on one another. Poor implementation decisions made by one program can lead to interference for shared resources between programs and harm overall system performance. Therefore, in order to achieve optimal performance, programs need to consider the presence of other programs running on the system – the system workload. Unlike the complexities introduced by the use of multi-core hardware, system workload is dynamic and rapidly changing. This dynamism is caused by new programs starting execution, completing execution, or exhibiting phase changes in their behaviour at unpredictable points. To maintain optimal performance, parallel programs need to adapt to these changes in system workload dynamically at runtime.

Due to this increase in complexity, achieving optimal performance via manual implementation of parallel programs requires significant human effort and expertise. This has led to parallel abstractions that aim to hide this complexity from the programmer without introducing significant or unpredictable overheads (Cole, 2004).

Parallel skeletons, also known as algorithmic skeletons, are one such abstraction for parallel computing (Cole, 1989). They provide an application programmer with a
collection of skeletons, or templates, each of which implements a standard algorithmic technique. Common skeletons include task farms, pipelines, divide and conquer, and data-parallel map and reduce (González-Vélez and Leyton, 2010). A program is implemented by nesting and composing appropriate skeletons, and parameterising them with application specific sequential code.

Parallel frameworks, such as this, provide a clear separation between algorithm description and implementation: what the algorithm should do is specified at a high-level, by the choice of skeletons; and the compiler and runtime are free to choose how the algorithm should be implemented. This allows the application programmer to focus on solving their particular problem, without worrying about low-level implementation details or performance. It also enables the compiler and runtime to make implementation decisions based on high-level algorithm structure.

However, existing approaches to parallel abstraction ignore the issue of optimising multiple, concurrently running programs. Previous work is focused on either optimising parallel programs individually, where there is just one program executing in isolation (Ansel et al., 2009; Wang and O’Boyle, 2010; Christen et al., 2011; Dastgeer et al., 2011), or optimising multiple programs that have been decomposed into a common low-level representation (Intel, 2012; Dagum and Menon, 1998; OpenMP, 2015). Both approaches ignore high-level algorithm information that is likely beneficial for program optimisation.

We therefore need a system that can achieve optimal performance across a set of concurrently executing programs running on multi-core hardware, by adapting their implementation to the changing system workload. We call this cooperative autotuning. The clear separation between what a program should do and how it should do it, provided by parallel frameworks, can be exploited to achieve this goal. High level algorithm information can be used to inform the automatic tuning process. This thesis explores the scope for performance improvement from cooperatively tuning parallel programs, devising techniques to improve overall system performance.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 1.1 discusses scenarios that benefit from cooperative tuning, due to the dynamic nature of their system workload, Section 1.2 describes three cooperative tuning challenges that are explored in this work and Section 1.3 summarises the contributions made. Section 1.4 provides an outline for the remainder of the thesis.
1.1 Dynamic System Workload

There are many situations where system workload continuously evolves and it is in these scenarios that cooperative tuning is essential. The following examples describe real-world scenarios where cooperative tuning of parallel programs is beneficial, specifically due to the dynamically changing nature of the system workload.

Multi-core Workstation Consider a multi-core CPU running a program that is fully utilising all of the machine’s cores. If a second program starts executing, the system workload changes. The best overall system performance is now achieved using a subset of the cores for each program. This requires the currently running program to dynamically adjust the number of threads it is executing. This switch needs to happen at runtime, in response to this unpredictable change in the system workload. This demonstrates the need for cooperative tuning, even in this small scale example. Dynamic workloads such as this, where a changing mix of programs are run concurrently, are commonplace on these systems (Asanovic et al., 2006).

Image Processing on a Mobile Platform Dynamic workloads are also common on mobile platforms (Kim et al., 2013). For example, a mobile application that provides continuous panorama stitching of images captured from a camera requires motion detection to determine when an image should be captured and, once captured, the new image needs to be stitched onto the panorama. These two components need to run concurrently. The motion detection component runs continuously, and the image stitching component runs occasionally, leading to bursty system workload. Cooperatively tuning these two components maintains the responsiveness of the system, in the face of the dynamic nature of the workload.

Cloud and Utility Computing Cloud and utility computing is a much larger scale example of where cooperative tuning is beneficial. The aim of cloud and utility computing is to provide computing as a service. Many customer applications are run across a large cluster of machines. In order to make the most efficient use of the hardware, the cloud service provider needs to maximise the throughput of these multi-application nodes. The applications run are varied and the system workload evolves rapidly over time (Feinberg, 2006), therefore cooperative tuning is essential to maximise the system throughput of this dynamic mix of workloads.
There are many challenges involved with cooperatively auto-tuning multiple, concurrently running parallel programs for shared memory multi-core systems. This thesis explores three of these challenges. Other potential challenges in this field are discussed in Section 7.3.1.

The first challenge is how many software threads each program running on the system should use. Shared memory multi-core systems consist of multiple processing elements, or cores, each of which can execute an independent stream of instructions, or hardware thread. Programs create software threads which are scheduled onto these hardware threads for execution. Choosing the number of software threads to create has a significant effect on performance, due to issues including the scalability of the program and choices made by other programs running on the system. The second challenge is which hardware threads, or cores, these software threads should be executed on. For example, on a multi-socket system this impacts performance as it affects inter-socket communication overheads and contention for resources within sockets. Finally, the third challenge addressed in this thesis is how to tune high-level parameters that are exposed by parallel frameworks. In this work, we explore a high-level parameter that controls the granularity of computation in Intel’s Threading Building Blocks framework (Intel, 2012).

These three challenges are discussed in more detail in the following sections. This thesis addresses each of these challenges individually in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 respectively. It is likely that these challenges are sometimes inter-dependent. However, addressing the implied trade-offs is beyond the scope of this thesis.

1.2.1 Challenge One: Tuning Thread Count

Parallel programs execute multiple instruction streams, called software threads. These threads are mapped to the underlying hardware by the Operating System (OS) scheduler. Each processing unit, or core, on the system can execute a fixed number of these instruction streams at a time, called hardware threads. Typically there are many more software threads than hardware threads, and the OS scheduler is responsible for giving a fair share of execution time to each software thread running on the system.

The choice of how many software threads to spawn is left to the individual programs. Typical OS schedulers simply schedule the threads that they are given, and do
not have direct control over how many threads programs will spawn. Typical parallel applications either spawn as many threads as there are cores, or spawn a manually tuned number of threads. Importantly, this choice is not based on the number of threads that are currently executing on the system.

This arrangement causes several issues:

**Under-utilisation** If there are fewer software threads than hardware threads, the available hardware resources are under-utilised. To improve system performance, programs need to spawn sufficiently many threads to ensure that each hardware thread has useful work that it can perform.

**Over-subscription** This occurs when there are many more software threads than hardware threads. Programs typically choose their number of threads in order to avoid under-utilisation. Spawning as many software threads as there are hardware threads is a common approach. However, this ignores the threads spawned by other programs running on the system. This means that when multiple programs are executing there are likely many more software threads than hardware threads. This leads to the OS scheduler performing context switching between threads to maintain fairness. However, this introduces overheads which harm overall system performance. For example, repeated context switching between different threads can lead to high cache miss rates, as memory used by one thread is evicted from the cache when another thread performs work.

**Scalability** Program performance does not necessarily scale linearly as the number of threads increases. For a program to scale ‘well’ its performance needs to increase as the number of threads increases. However, many programs achieve diminishing improvements in performance as the number of threads is increased. For example, this could be due to the increase in inter-thread communication overhead as the number of threads is increased. Moreover, some programs scale poorly. In these cases, program performance decreases as the number of threads increases. For example, this could be due to thread synchronisation overheads exceeding the amount of useful work that the threads are completing.

The challenge is to choose the best number of threads for every program running on the system, such that optimal system performance is achieved. This decision needs to take the amount of hardware resources available and scalability of the programs into account. Moreover, this tuning needs to be performed dynamically, due to the dynamic nature of the system workload as discussed in Section 1.1.
1.2.2 Challenge Two: Tuning Thread Placement

In addition to choosing how many threads each program should spawn, a decision of where each thread should be executed also needs to be made. Shared memory multi-core multi-socket systems consist of several groups of cores. Each socket is distinct, with its own cache hierarchy, memory controller and main memory. Sockets are connected to one another via an inter-socket interconnect. This interconnect is relatively slow compared to the intra-socket communication between cores.

This spatial scheduling problem of where to execute threads has a significant effect on performance, for many reasons, including the following:

**INTER-SOCKET COMMUNICATION** Interocket communication uses an interconnect network to relay messages. Communication via this interconnect can introduce large overheads in program execution, as accessing memory in caches on different sockets via the inter-socket interconnect incurs a much higher latency than accessing socket-local caches. For example, Intel’s QuickPath Interconnect (Intel, 2009) can introduce over 100 nanoseconds of latency to cache accesses, compared to at most 70 nanoseconds for on-chip caches (Molka et al., 2009). The thread to core schedule needs to be chosen such that inter-socket communication is minimised.

**CACHE UTILISATION AND LOCALITY** Threads should ideally always be executed on the same core. This helps with memory caching, as it increases data locality. Data cached for the thread is likely still resident in the lower level caches of the memory hierarchy, which provide lower access latency and higher bandwidth.

**SEGMENTATION OF RESOURCES** Each socket contains a complete processor, consisting of multiple cores, and has its own hardware resources such as a memory controller and off-chip memory. Therefore, the hardware resources are segmented between multiple sockets. Threads need to be scheduled to cores such that the hardware resources of each socket are fully utilised. For example, each socket has its own memory controller and attached main memory. Threads should be allocated to cores such that the memory pressure on each socket is balanced.

These issues are interrelated and need to be addressed together. For example, placing threads from the same program on the same socket may reduce inter-socket communication, however it would also serve to reduce the amount of cache available
to the program. This has the potential to harm performance: the reduction in inter-
socket communication overheads may be outweighed by the higher capacity miss
rate in the caches when performing memory accesses.

Typical OS schedulers choose where each thread is run using a simple heuristic:
execute the thread where it has been executing previously. However, this does not
take into account the segmentation of resources, and does not necessarily lead to
resource utilisation being balanced amongst the sockets.

A spatial scheduler for multi-socket systems that takes these issues into account
is required. Moreover, the scheduler needs to be dynamic and adaptive due to the
dynamic nature of the system workload as discussed in Section 1.1.

1.2.3 Challenge Three: Tuning Parallel Framework Parameters

In addition to the choice of how many threads to spawn and where to schedule
them, parallel abstractions also provide a range of implementation parameters whose
values have a direct impact on performance.

For example, Intel’s Threading Building Blocks framework (Intel, 2012) contains a
grain size parameter which affects the granularity of the computation performed by
parallel programs running on the system. A smaller grain size causes a large number
of small parallel tasks to be executed, whereas a larger grain size will result in a
smaller number of large tasks. A small grain size provides more scope for parallel
execution, however it will increase overheads such as inter-thread communication,
thus impacting system performance.

Similarly to thread count and thread placement, we require automatic tuning of
implementation parameters such as the grain size parameter in TBB. Implementation
parameters directly affect the behaviour of parallel programs, and their resource
usage characteristics, and therefore have a direct impact on the performance of par-
allel programs. Carefully tuning them is therefore an important task when trying to
optimise overall system performance.

These parameters are also likely to affect other programs running on the system.
These parameters therefore need to be tuned in a cooperative manner.
1.3 Contributions

This thesis addresses the three cooperative tuning challenges described in the previous section. Techniques for auto-tuning the thread count, thread placement and choice of high-level parameters affecting the implementation are explored. Thread count tuning is performed dynamically at runtime, using scalability information collected for each program a priori. Thread placement tuning is performed using a heuristic driven scheduler. The heuristic uses memory pressure to allocate program’s threads to sockets. Finally, automatically tuning the grain size implementation parameter in Intel’s Threading Building Blocks is explored.

The main contributions of this thesis are:

- An online, adaptive scheduler that chooses how many threads each parallel program running on the system should use, with the aim of maximising overall system performance. Thread counts are chosen based on scalability information for the programs, collected using an offline training phase. The approach dynamically adapts its decisions runtime, in response to changes in the system workload. Runtime overheads are reduced, by using static program information to determine when the system workload changes. Our scheduler improves overall system performance, compared to manually tuned benchmarks written using the OpenMP (Dagum and Menon, 1998) parallel framework. This work is presented in Chapter 4.

- A heuristic and scheduler to schedule program threads to sockets is developed. The effect of different program-to-core mappings on performance is explored, revealing the performance degradation caused by ignoring the presence of separate sockets. An online adaptive scheduler that reduces interference and resource contention on shared memory multi-core multi-socket systems is developed. Its aim is to balance the pressure on the memory system of each socket, which results in improvements in system performance. This online scheduling approach is compared against two competing approaches: Callisto (Harris et al., 2014) and OpenMP (Dagum and Menon, 1998), and our approach achieves improvement in system performance. The system performance when using the dynamic scheduler is also compared to an offline static approach using the same heuristic. It is shown that the dynamic approach improves system performance. This work is presented in Chapter 5.
• An exploration of the optimisation space of the grain size implementation parameter that is part of Intel’s Threading Building Blocks, and steps towards devising a tuning heuristic. An oracle study of the optimisation space is performed, comparing the best, worst and default performance achieved when varying TBB’s grain size parameter. A heuristic is devised which uses TBB performance statistics to tune the grain size parameter, and this heuristic is evaluated using the oracle study data set. This work is presented in Chapter 6.

1.4 THESIS OUTLINE

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows.

Chapter 2 gives background on the areas explored in this thesis. It starts with a description of shared memory multi-core systems, followed by a summary of standard techniques for auto-tuning programs. It then gives background details of parallel skeletons and the libraries and frameworks used in this work. It finishes with a discussion of the pitfalls of, and techniques for, measuring real-world performance on shared memory multi-core systems.

Chapter 3 explores related work, providing a critical analysis and comparison with the work presented in this thesis. First, it describes existing parallel skeleton frameworks that perform single-program auto-tuning. It then covers work related to the three cooperative tuning challenges: (i) cooperatively tuning the number of threads used by programs, (ii) cooperatively tuning the placement of threads to cores in multi-socket systems and (iii) cooperatively tuning high-level skeleton parameters and adapting their implementation.

Chapter 4 explores cooperative auto-tuning of program thread counts for programs run in a shared environment. A scheduler is developed, which uses scalability information collected in an offline training phase to decide how many threads each program on the system should use, with the aim of improving overall system performance. It dynamically adapts to changes in system workload, and these points in execution are found with low-overhead, by utilising static program information. Compared to manually tuned implementations of the benchmarks, this dynamic scheduler approach improves system performance, measured using ANTT and STP metrics.
CHAPTER 5 explores cooperative auto-tuning of the placement of a program’s threads on a multi-socket machine. A heuristic-driven dynamic scheduler that allocates program threads to sockets to reduce interference and resource contention on shared memory multi-core multi-socket systems is developed. Compared to competing approaches, this dynamic scheduler approach achieves improvement in system performance, measured using ANTT and STP metrics.

CHAPTER 6 explores cooperative auto-tuning of high-level parallel parameters, specifically the grain size parameter in Intel’s Threading Building Blocks parallel framework (Intel, 2012). A tuning heuristic is devised which improves overall system performance compared to the default grain size setting in TBB.

CHAPTER 7 concludes the thesis with a summary and discussion of the contributions of this work, and explores directions for potential future work.
BACKGROUND

This chapter provides the background knowledge necessary to understand the contributions made in this thesis. It begins in Section 2.1 which describes the multi-program, multi-core, shared memory systems on which this work explores cooperative auto-tuning, and the types of programs that they execute. Section 2.2 then discusses a variety of auto-tuning techniques, including the applicability, benefits and drawbacks of each. This is followed by a discussion of parallel abstractions in Section 2.3, including parallel skeletons and how they are amenable to auto-tuning, and two commonly used parallel frameworks: OpenMP and Intel’s Threading Building Blocks. Section 2.4 discusses performance metrics for measuring and comparing the performance of multiple programs, and the techniques and methods necessary to perform reliable and accurate performance measurements in this context. Finally, the chapter concludes with a summary in Section 2.5.

2.1 MULTI-PROGRAM SYSTEMS

This work on cooperative auto-tuning is performed in the context of multi-program multi-core systems. These architectures execute multiple programs concurrently, each of which consists of multiple threads, using a homogeneous set of processing elements, or cores.

Section 2.1.1 and Section 2.1.2 describe the layout and structure of multi-core and multi-socket shared memory systems and the software that runs on them. Section 2.1.3 gives a historical perspective on why we have come to use such systems. Other multi-program systems are discussed in Section 2.1.4. These systems are not explored in the technical work presented in this thesis, but are included to provide a broader picture of the field.
2.1.1 Shared-Memory Multi-Core Systems

Shared-memory multi-core systems contain a Central Processing Unit (CPU) that can execute multiple instruction streams at the same time. They do this by providing multiple processing elements, or cores. Each core is largely independent, in the sense that it can execute an instruction stream independently from the other cores in the system. However, the cores share memory. This is the mechanism via which cores communicate with one another – by reading and writing to shared regions of the memory.

A multi-core processor also contains a cache hierarchy to improve memory bandwidth and latency. Each core typically has its own private Level 1 instruction cache and separate Level 1 data cache (L1I and L1D), and private Level 2 cache (L2). A shared Level 3 (L3) cache is also typical, allowing cores to communicate with one another without needing to go all the way to main memory. Multi-core processors are manufactured as a single die containing all of the cores. Main memory is stored off-chip, connected to the memory hierarchy by a fast interconnect.

 Typically, a software scheduler in the Operating System schedules software threads onto the available cores. Each core is capable of running at least one hardware thread. On architectures that support Simultaneous Multi-Threading, often referred to as hyper-threading, each core is capable of running more than one hardware thread.

For example, Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram for the i7-3820 CPU used for the experiments in Chapter 6. This CPU consists of 8 cores, each of which has a private L1I, L1D and L2, and share an L3 and main memory with the other cores in the CPU. Each core is capable of running up to 2 hardware threads.

Multi-core systems can also either be homogeneous, where the architecture of each core is identical, or heterogenous where different cores may provide different capa-

![Figure 1: Example of a multi-core processor, showing a schematic for Intel’s i7-3860 quad-core CPU, including the cores and memory hierarchy.](image)
bilities or behaviour. For example, cores could be superscalar, VLIW, contain vector units, provide SIMD extensions or offer Simulataneous Multi-Threading. In this work, we focus on heterogenous multi-core systems.

2.1.2 Multi-Socket Systems

Multi-socket systems consist of several shared-memory multi-core CPUs, each of which is connected to a different socket. These sockets are usually provided by the motherboard as a set of physical pins to which a multi-core CPU can be connected. The motherboard also provides, for each socket, a separate memory controller and associated pins to connect main memory modules.

Also provided by the motherboard is a fast interconnect between the sockets, which allows data to be shared between the cache hierarchies of the separate multi-core CPUs. Unlike shared-memory multi-core CPUs, communication between cores cannot be performed via main memory if the cores are located in separate sockets, due to each socket having a separate memory controller and main memory. Instead cores on different sockets share data via an inter-socket interconnect network, such as Intel’s QuickPath. This allows data from the main memory of one socket to be cached in the cache hierarchy of another socket.

For example, Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram for a dual-socket system with a pair of Xeon E5-2660 multi-core processors. Each multi-core processor contains 8 cores, each with its own private L1I, L1D and L2. Each multi-core CPU then contains an L3 which is shared between the cores in each socket, and each is connected to it’s own dedicated memory controller and main memory.

Tuning thread placement for this multi-socket system is explored in Chapter 5.

Figure 2: Example of a multi-core multi-socket processor, showing a schematic for a pair of Intel’s Xeon E5-2660 CPUs, including the cores, memory hierarchy and inter-socket interconnect.
Processor scaling over the last few decades has provided a steady increase in the number of transistors that fit on a single chip – mainly from decreasing process sizes. Until roughly a decade ago, this allowed increasingly complex architectures to be designed and realised, providing steady improvements in performance. (Sutter and Larus, 2005)

These early single processor machines provided improved performance even for legacy codes. Application programmers did not need to concern themselves with the underlying architecture – they could, to a large extent, rely on the next generation of processor architecture providing them with increased performance without needing to modify the software.

However, we have now reached physical limits that have drastically slowed this process scaling, and so increasing the complexity of single processor architectures is no longer an avenue for increasing performance. These trends are shown in Figure 3. The focus has therefore shifted to multi-core systems, which consist of multiple simpler cores. These systems allow programs to run multiple threads concurrently for increased performance. However, changes are now needed at the software level to exploit the available parallelism. As the cores in a multi-core system become simpler and more numerous, existing legacy software may actually run slower. It is no longer
the case that application developers can simply assume that their application will run faster on the next generation of processors.

Performance is not the only driving force behind this increase in concurrency. We also want asynchronous processing, for example to implement responsive user interfaces, which requires concurrent processing.

The story does not end here. The increasing use of cloud computing and virtualisation to provide computing as a service has made running multiple programs at the same time a necessity. This is not a new use case, however optimal performance is important in these scenarios to keep hosting costs to a minimum.

2.1.4 Alternative Systems

The following discusses examples of alternative systems on which parallel applications can be run. This thesis focuses on multi-core and multi-socket shared-memory systems, described in Section 2.1.1 and Section 2.1.2, but discussion of these alternative systems is included for completeness.

**Heterogeneous CPUs** This thesis focuses on multi-core CPUs where each core has identical capabilities and architecture. In contrast, heterogeneous multi-core CPUs contain cores whose architecture and capabilities differ.

For example, ARM’s big.LITTLE architecture (Greenhalgh, 2011) combines high-performance and high-energy consuming cores, such as the ARM Cortex-A15, with lightweight lower-performance and more energy efficient cores, such as the ARM Cortex-A7. Depending on the system workload, the high-performance cores can be powered down and threads migrated to the lighter weight cores. This serves to improve energy efficiency for embedded devices where use of a high-performance core is not needed all of the time.

**General Purpose GPUs** General Purpose Graphics Processor Units (GPGPU) are a fundamentally different design of processor to multi-core CPUs. They consist of a large number of simpler cores. Each core executes the same instruction stream in lock step, but on different data – a single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) processor. This design makes GPUs suitable for data-parallel tasks such as applications used in image processing.

This SIMD design means that the cores are not efficient at executing code where the control flow path diverges for different inputs data. GPUs are often struc-
tured as several independent SIMD processors, often called Streaming Multi-processors (SMs), where each SM consists of multiple cores and each SM can execute different a different stream of instructions. GPUs are used in combination with a traditional CPU, which coordinates the execution of programs on the GPU, often called kernels, and instructs the GPU to copy data to and from main memory.

Systems can also be built from multiple GPUs, in a similar way to multi-socket CPUs.

**Cluster Computing** Clusters consist of many computers connected by a local area network. Large scale parallel jobs are run on the cluster, which are divided into smaller tasks to run on each of the machines in the cluster.

Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a commonly used framework for programming these systems, providing abstractions for communication between nodes in the cluster.

**Intel’s Many Integrated Cores Architecture** The Xeon Phi, developed by Intel in 2009 (Jeffers and Reinders, 2013), is a CPU that consists of 48 single-core processors connected by a fast interconnect, in a similar manner to nodes in a cloud computing data-center. Each core is distinct, and can communicate point-to-point with any other core via the interconnect. This is an example of their Many Integrated Cores (MIC) architecture, providing a high-degree of parallelism.

**Heterogeneous Systems** These systems combine processors and accelerators of different types into a single system. For example the combination of a multi-core CPU with a GPU, or CPU with an Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) as an accelerator.

These systems can provide benefits for performance and energy efficiency if the workload being executed is suited to the accelerators that the system contains.

### 2.2 Auto-Tuning

Auto-tuning is a technique to automatically improve the performance of programs. A program’s implementation and/or characteristics of its runtime are automatically adjusted, or tuned, to improve a chosen performance metric.
The space of tunable parameters is typically very large; making it prohibitively expensive to evaluate program performance at every point in the space, especially when performance measurement requires executing the program. This makes exhaustive search of the parameter space impractical, motivating the need for more sophisticated auto-tuning techniques, which are discussed in the following sections.

2.2.1 Static vs. Online Auto-Tuning

Auto-tuning techniques can be divided into two types: static auto-tuning and online auto-tuning. Static tuning approaches tune a program’s implementation at compile time, before the program is run. This means that the tuning decisions are fixed at runtime. In contrast, online tuning approaches continuously review and update the tuning decisions at runtime. This allows the program to adapt to dynamic changes in the system, however it can introduce overhead as the tuning decisions require computation whilst the program is running.

In the context of the work presented in this thesis, online tuning approaches are needed, so that the system can adapt to the dynamically evolving system workload. However, static auto-tuning techniques are also covered here for completeness.

2.2.2 Iterative Compilation

Iterative compilation, introduced by Bodin et al. (1998) and Kisuki et al. (2000), is a mechanism that provides a trade-off between the time required for compilation and the execution time of the resulting program. In its simplest form, iterative compilation generates multiple versions of a program and measures the performance of each. The version that achieves the best performance is chosen as the output of the compilation.

There are many disadvantages to this technique. Firstly, the auto-tuning is performed at compile time, and so is incapable of dynamically adapting to changes in the system or changes to the program’s inputs. Iterative compilation also requires test inputs to be provided, with which the program’s performance is evaluated. These test inputs need to be carefully chosen such that they are representative of the inputs encountered when the program is run in a production environment. Finally, many programs have a very large optimisation space, making this exhaustive technique impractical due to the prohibitively long amount of time required to find a good point in the optimisation space.
2.2.3 Speeding Up Iterative Compilation

The main disadvantage of iterative compilation is that the compilation phase takes a prohibitively long amount of time to run. This is due to the optimisation space being large, and the measurement of a program’s performance taking time. More sophisticated techniques can help reduce the time required for this search, or remove the need for the search entirely.

2.2.3.1 Search Techniques

One technique to speed up iterative compilation and make it practical is to reduce the number of performance measurements required at compile time using a more sophisticated search technique. Search techniques developed in the Machine Learning and AI disciplines, including stochastic search techniques Luke (2009), can be used to do this.

However, the applicability of any search technique is dependent on the nature of the optimisation space Bishop (2006). For example, if the space is shaped like an $n$-dimensional ‘bowl’, gradient search will perform well. However, gradient search will produce poor results if the optimisation space contains many local minima, or contains discontinuities. Understanding the search space of a program, or a class of programs, is an important consideration when choosing which search technique to employ, and it may not be possible to automate this.

2.2.3.2 Pruning the Search Space

Another technique for reducing the number of evaluations is to reduce the size of the search space, by ignoring regions of the space that exhibit bad performance across all programs. For example, Triantafyllis et al. (2003) develop an algorithm for choosing the best compiler optimisation flags. It reduces the search space of flags using an offline training phase. The space is first pruned by a human expert, to remove obviously bad choices. The performance of a set of training programs is then measured exhaustively across the space, and programs that perform similarly for the same configurations are grouped together. Similarity between a new program’s performance and those evaluated in the training set is then used to prune the search space, drastically reducing its size.
A disadvantage of this technique is that the initial training phase is very costly. The initial training is also not portable across platforms, as the technique has to be retrained for each new architecture.

2.2.3.3 Predicting Program Performance

Many iterative compilation techniques (Aldinucci and Danelutto, 1999; Dastgeer et al., 2011; Triantafyllis et al., 2003) do not actually execute the program to measure its performance. Instead they employ performance prediction tools to estimate the performance of the program at different points in the optimisation space. This reduces the time required to evaluate each point in the search, thus reducing the time required for compilation.

2.2.4 Machine Learning

Machine Learning (Bishop, 2006) can be applied to auto-tuning, by employing a learnt model to predict the best optimisation choice for a program. This requires the use of prior knowledge about the programs or system, acquired during an offline training phase at compiler construction time.

Firstly, training data is collected from a set of set of training programs. For example, this could be the performance of each program at different points in the optimisation space. This training data is then used to train a model, that provides a mapping from programs to an approximation for the best point in the optimisation space.

This avoids the prohibitively expensive compilation times required by iterative compilation, by moving program performance measurement to an a priori training phase performed at compiler construction time (Thomson, 2009).

Work by Agakov et al. (Agakov et al., 2006) demonstrates the use of machine learning to auto-tune loops in sequential code. They investigate two models: (i) a simple model that assumes each optimisation is independent and identically distributed (IID), and (ii) a Markov model which includes information about the relationship between different optimisations.

A large set of program features were manually identified, and Principal Components Analysis (Bishop, 2006) used to reduce this set of features to a smaller, but still representative set. The models were then trained by measuring the execution time of a suite of training programs.
Their results show an average performance increase of 34% for 5 evaluations using their simple IID model, compared to a 29% speedup for 50 evaluations using a random search. This shows that machine learning techniques can be effective in reducing the number of program evaluations required whilst maintaining similar speedup.

The effectiveness of machine learning is strongly dependent on the choice of program features, which is often performed manually by a human expert. However, Leather et al. (Leather et al., 2009) develop a method for automatically choosing features. They report that their approach finds 76% of the available program performance, compared to 59% by state-of-the-art machine learning approaches with manual feature choice and 3% by a standard hand-tuned compiler using heuristic optimisations.

The generation of training data is a slow process. Although machine learning avoids performing this expensive task at compile time, it still needs to be performed at compiler construction time. It still requires a representative set of training programs and associated training inputs to be provided, usually by a human expert.

2.2.5 Scheduler-Based Approaches

Another technique for auto-tuning is the use of an online scheduler to perform resource allocation and tuning decisions. Schedulers periodically adjust the programs running on the system. For example, the default Linux OS scheduler periodically context switches threads to run on the CPU, in order to balance the processor time that each thread receives. Similarly, a scheduler used to perform auto-tuning will periodically adjust implementation parameters of the programs running on the system to tune their execution and improve performance.

In contrast to iterative compilation and machine learning techniques, schedulers perform these decisions at runtime, allowing them to adapt to changes in the system, such as the variation in system workload. They can also utilise information collected online, for example characteristics about the current state of the system collected from hardware performance counters (discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.2.2).
2.3 Parallel Abstractions

This section discusses parallel skeletons, how they are amenable to auto-tuning and two commonly used parallel frameworks: OpenMP and Intel’s Threading Building Blocks.

2.3.1 Parallel Skeletons

Parallel skeletons are an abstraction for parallel computing (Cole, 1989). They are also commonly referred to as algorithmic skeletons or parallel patterns. They provide an application programmer with a collection of skeletons each of which implements a standard algorithmic technique. Common skeletons include scatter, gather, map, task farms, pipelines, divide and conquer, and data-parallel map and reduce (González-Vélez and Leyton, 2010). Some examples of these skeletons are shown in Figure 4.

Skeleton parallel programs are implemented by nesting and composing these skeletons, and parameterising them with application specific sequential code. For example, consider the example program in Listing 1. This simple loop uses conventional, imperative-style code to increment all of the elements in an array. It could instead be expressed using parallel skeleton, using code akin to that in Listing 3.

Manually parallelising and optimising the low-level code version in Listing 1 leads to an increase in program complexity. For example, Listing 2 shows the same code optimised for a system with SIMD capabilities. Furthermore, any manual optimisation choices made are often tied to the target hardware on which the program is run.

Figure 4: Examples of parallel skeletons: (i) a map skeleton that performs an operation for every element in an input array to produce an output array; (ii) a stencil skeleton that performs nearest-neighbour computation on a 2-dimensional array; and (ii) a reduction skeleton that computes an aggregate value from an input array. Green boxes show elements of the input or output. Blue boxes represent computation and arrows show the flow of data through the algorithm. (McCool et al., 2012)
Listing 1: Increment the elements of an array using low-level code

```c
for (int i = 0; i < 1024; i++)
    b[i] = a[i]+1;
```

Listing 2: Increment the elements of an array using low-level code and SIMD extensions

```c
for (int i = 0; i < 1024; i += 4)
    b[i:i+4], a[i:i+4], 1);
```

For example, this SIMD example won’t work on a systems without support for 4-element wide vector addition. Due to differences in the architecture and capabilities of different systems, this means that a program that has been manually tuned for one system will not necessarily achieve optimal performance on a different system. The program is therefore not performance portable. Instead of manual tuning, automatic tuning is required to obtain performance portability. Performing this parallelisation and optimisation automatically on this style of low-level code is challenging, and it is often impossible to auto-tune such low-level codes to generate an optimal program.

In contrast, parallel skeletons provide a clear separation between algorithm description and implementation: what the algorithm should do is specified at a high-level, by the choice of skeletons; whereas the compiler and run-time are free to choose how the algorithm should be implemented. This allows the application programmer to focus on solving their particular problem, without worrying about low-level implementation details or performance. It also enables the compiler and run-time to make implementation decisions based on high-level algorithm structure provided by the skeletons.

2.3.2 Auto-tuning Parallel Skeletons

As parallel skeletons provide a very clear separation between an algorithms description and its implementation, they are amenable to automatic tuning. For example, a skeleton implementation may provide a variety of tuning knobs for each skeleton, and varying these does not require modification of the user program. This also enables the tuning to be performed in a platform agnostic way, as optimisation is not performed in the source code.
Listing 3: Increment the elements of an array using a map skeleton

```c
map(a, b, [](int x) { return x+1; });
```

Listing 4: Increment the elements of an array using OpenMP

```c
#pragma omp parallel for
for (int i = 0; i < 1024; i++)
    b[i] = a[i]+1;
```

For example, the compiler or runtime could switch skeleton implementations depending on the target system. For example using a SIMD implementation if SIMD extensions are available on the system, or if not, using a sequential loop. Another example is a parameter controlling the number of threads to use to perform the computation in parallel.

There is a large body of existing work on auto-tuning skeleton implementation parameters in a single-program context. These works are discussed in related work, Section 3.3.

2.3.3 OpenMP

OpenMP is a shared memory parallel programming framework for C and Fortran (Dagum and Menon, 1998; OpenMP, 2015), supporting both task and data parallelism. It provides a set of pragmas that can be used to annotate sections of the program, which provide rich high-level information to an OpenMP enabled compiler so that it can automatically parallelise the code. For example, Listing 4 shows how the vector increment example in Listing 3 can be implemented in OpenMP.

An OpenMP program can also be compiled by an unmodified, sequential C compiler by simply ignoring the OpenMP pragmas. OpenMP also allows rapid parallelisation of existing sequential C code, by annotating existing loops with OpenMP pragmas. However, this approach will not produce the best parallel algorithm. A significant rewrite of the code is likely needed.

2.3.3.1 Data Parallelism

OpenMP is primarily aimed at data parallelism. Loops are parallelised by annotating them with C pragmas. Instead of providing a set of parallel operations, like TBB or
other skeleton libraries, it provides a skeleton-like parallel for construct, with support for parallel reduction. This is essentially a task farm skeleton. *Modifying clauses* allow the programmer to refine the behaviour of the parallel for, particularly with respect to scheduling and data sharing.

OpenMP’s parallel for construct decomposes the iterations of a sequential for loop into parallel tasks. These are then scheduled to the threads of an underlying task pool by the OpenMP runtime. This means that OpenMP hides the boilerplate code needed when using a threading library directly. It can therefore be viewed as a general purpose, low-level, task oriented library that provides lower overhead in terms of code than something like pthreads.

### 2.3.3.2 Task Parallelism

OpenMP allows the programmer to dynamically build unstructured collections of heterogeneous tasks from code fragments scattered arbitrarily throughout the source. This unconstrained model provides no information to assist automatic optimisation, and deviates from the philosophy of parallel skeletons.

### 2.3.4 Intel Threading Building Blocks

Intel’s Threading Building Blocks (TBB) (Intel, 2012; Kukanov and Voss, 2007; Contreras and Martonosi, 2008) is a parallel framework that provides a collection of parallel operations, on top of a general purpose task-parallelism framework. It executes a task graph on shared memory multi-core CPUs, using a work-stealing scheduler to distribute work amongst the threads. Parallel operations provided include parallel for, scan, prefix, reduction and pipelines. It provides a C++ template interface for implementing programs. For example, the parallel for pattern takes an input range, and recursively splits it into sub-ranges until a partitioner tells it to stop. It then invokes a functor on each sub-range to generate the final output. Simple instances of this are equivalent to a map skeleton.

TBB uses a work stealing scheduler to allocate tasks to threads and balance computation across cores. Tasks are initially divided equally amongst threads. If a thread completes its allocated tasks, TBB will reallocate tasks from busy threads to the idle thread. This allows TBB to adapt to the underlying machine at runtime, balancing work between threads regardless of how balanced the initial work distribution is.
This section details the techniques and methodologies used throughout this thesis for measuring program performance on multi-program systems. Section 2.4.1 discusses multi-program performance metrics used to compare and contrast different optimisation strategies, and Section 2.4.2 describes the pitfalls of performance measurement on real systems and how these can be overcome. Specifically, methods used to quantify and mitigate noise in the experimental results are described.

2.4.1 Performance Metrics

Performance measurement of single program systems is a well established and understood field (Patterson and Hennessy, 1990). Single program performance is usually compared by measuring the execution time of the original unmodified program ($T_0$) and the execution time of the optimised version of the program ($T_1$), where execution time is the elapsed real-world time between the start and end of the program’s execution.

Performance improvement is then expressed using the \textit{speedup} metric, which is calculated as the ratio of the execution time of the original program to the execution time of the optimised program:

$$\text{speedup} = \frac{T_0}{T_1} \quad (1)$$

This metric produces a single value that can be used to compare optimisation strategies. The optimisation strategy that achieves the highest speedup value is the best strategy.

This metric does not scale to multi-program systems. For example, consider an optimisation strategy that provides a speedup of $2 \times$ for program A, and $4 \times$ for program B, when the two programs are run concurrently on a shared machine. An alternative optimisation strategy might provide the opposite performance improvement: a speedup of $4 \times$ for program A and $2 \times$ for program B when run together. Which optimisation strategy is better? This is not clear using individual program speedups. For example, taking the arithmetic mean of the speedups would suggest that the optimisation strategies are equivalently effective. However, what if program A is run more
frequently on the system, or runs for longer? Then clearly the optimisation strategy that provides a larger speedup for program A is the better of the two.

We therefore need a metric that can be used to compare optimisation strategies in the situation where there are multiple concurrently running programs. Average Normalised Turnaround Time (ANTT) and System Throughput (STP) are two system-level metrics that are suitable for examining the performance of multiple concurrently running programs (Eeckhout, 2010). They can be used to compare competing optimisation strategies in such a multi-program environment. They are used throughout this work to compare optimisation strategies.

2.4.1.1 Average Normalized Turnaround Time

Average Normalized Turnaround Time (ANTT) is a measure of the perceived slowdown of a set of programs, compared to their individual execution in isolation (Eeckhout, 2010). It is a lower is better metric.

For example, an ANTT value of 1 means that executing the programs in a shared multi-program environment causes no slow-down in the execution time of each program, compared to running the programs in isolation. An ANTT value of 2 indicates that, on average, program execution is slowed down by a factor of $2 \times$.

Naively, you may expect an ANTT value of 2 when a pair of programs are run together on a shared system. However, ANTT values between 1 and 2 are possible. For example, one of the programs may not make full use of the computational resources available, due to poor scaling or performing large amounts of disk I/O. A second program can take up this slack, executing useful work while the processor would otherwise be idle.

The ANTT value of a system executing a set of programs $P$, with execution times $T_i^M$ when run together on a shared multi-program system, and execution times $T_i^S$ when run in isolation on an identical system, is defined as:

$$\text{ANTT} = \frac{1}{|P|} \cdot \sum_{i \in P} \left( \frac{T_i^M}{T_i^S} \right)$$

(2)
2.4.1.2 System Throughput

System Throughput (STP) is a measure of the rate at which the system completes work (Eeckhout, 2010). It is a higher-is-better metric.

For example, for a multi-program system executing two programs concurrently, an STP value of 2 means that running the programs in a multi-program environment causes no slow-down to either program. Moreover, the system is capable of completing work twice as quickly, as it completes the execution of twice as many programs in the same amount of time.

The STP value of a system executing a set of programs $P$, with execution times $T_i^M$ when run together on a shared multi-program system, and execution times $T_i^S$ when run in isolation on an identical system, is defined as:

$$
\text{STP} = \sum_{i \in P} \left( \frac{T_i^S}{T_i^M} \right)
$$

2.4.1.3 Average Performance Across a Suite of Benchmarks

In order to obtain a single performance measurement for a suite of benchmarks, we need to average the ANTT/STP values for each benchmark combination. The harmonic mean of a set of values $X$ is given in Equation 4. This mean is suitable for computing the average ANTT or STP (Eeckhout, 2010), and is used throughout the performance experiments presented in this thesis.

$$
\text{HM} = \frac{|X|}{\sum_{x \in X} \left(1/x\right)}
$$

2.4.2 Performance Measurement on Real-World Systems

In this work, experiments are performed on real-world systems. This has the benefit of demonstrating the optimisation strategies in a realistic setting, however accurate performance measurement in this scenario is difficult. This section discusses why this is, how performance can be measured, and the techniques that can be used to avoid and mitigate the pitfalls of performance measurement on real-world multi-program systems.
2.4.2.1 Execution Time

The simplest method for measuring single program performance is to measure the time taken for the program to execute. This can be used to compute the multi-program ANTT and STP metrics discussed in Section 2.4.1. In this work, execution time is measured as the number of seconds that have elapsed between the start and end of a program’s execution. Wall clock time is retrieved using the hardware clock provided by modern hardware. These hardware clocks provide a high-resolution time value with at least millisecond accuracy.

2.4.2.2 Hardware Performance Counters

In order to gain a deeper understanding of why one optimisation strategy outperforms another, we need more information about the behaviour of the system than solely the execution time of a program. Modern CPU architectures provide hardware counters that can be used to count the frequency of different types of hardware events. For example, the total number of instructions that have been executed, the total number of different types of instruction that have been executed – such as accesses to memory or branch instructions – and cache miss rates at different levels of the CPU’s memory hierarchy.

The Performance Application Programmer Interface library (PAPI) (Mucci et al., 1999) provides high-level software mechanisms to interact with hardware counters, and extract their values during program execution with low-overhead. PAPI abstracts away platform specific hardware counter API differences, providing a consistent interface across different architectures. It also supports multi-threading, allowing collection of hardware performance counters for each of a program’s threads. This allows us to examine the multi-program scenario that is addressed in this thesis.

2.4.2.3 Measurement Noise

Measuring program execution time, or the values of hardware performance counters, across multiple program runs does not result in identical values. This is because real-world multi-program systems are inherently noisy. This is caused by a multitude of factors, including the following:

context switching The Operating System scheduler may decide to context switch to another thread at any point in time, and the times at which this occurs is not necessarily the same across repeats. Even if the program is the only user-level
process on the system, the OS scheduler will periodically context switch to run threads from system services.

**Variation in Instruction Interleaving** The execution of a parallel program is not necessarily deterministic. Instructions from different threads will not necessarily run with the same interleaving across different repeats, causing variation in execution time.

**Variation in Memory Latency** Memory allocation may occur differently across repeats. This will have an impact on caching behaviour and memory access latency, causing variation in execution time across program executions.

**Input/Output and Caching** Programs that access data from permanent storage will vary in execution time depending on whether the data being accessed is cached in memory.

**Simultaneous Multi-Threading** Many multi-core systems provide multiple hardware threads per core. In this work, this Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT) is disabled as it introduces large variability of program execution time between runs.

**Dynamic Frequency and Voltage Scaling** Modern architectures automatically adjust the clock frequency and voltage levels of the cores, depending on their load, in order to save power without significantly harming performance. This introduces noise, and is therefore disable in this work. The system is configured to run all of its cores at the maximum clock frequency and voltage.

**Core Power States** Another technique modern multi-core architectures use to save power is to put unused cores into a low-power or idle state. This introduces noise, and cores in this state take time to switch on when the system workload increases.

### 2.4.2.4 Quantifying Measurement Noise

These properties of the system conspire to mean that the measured performance of the program will differ between runs. Ideally this variation will be small, but in order to derive statistically significant conclusions from the results this noise needs to be quantified. The following sections describe the techniques used in this work to quantify and handle measurement noise in the experiments.
**MINIMISING INTERFERENCE** The first step is to remove unnecessary system processes from the machine, and ensure no other user processes are executed whilst performance measurements are made. This reduces the frequency and likelihood of the OS scheduler context switching to processes other than those being measured.

**REPEATED MEASUREMENTS** In order to quantify variation in program performance that is present on real-world, noisy systems, we need to make repeated measurements. This provides us with a sample of measurements from which we can use statistical techniques to estimate the real population of values.

**COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION** This is a technique to determine how many repeated measurements to make. The coefficient of variation is a measure of the spread of a probability distribution, relative to the mean.

It is a ratio and is therefore dimensionless, and can be easily used as a threshold for the number of repeats to run without needing to know anything about the population of values.

The coefficient of variation for a distribution is computed using:

\[
\text{\hat{c}}_v = \frac{s}{\bar{x}}
\]

where \(s\) is the standard deviation of the population and \(\bar{x}\) is the population mean.

When running real-world experiments, the population standard deviation and mean need to be estimated from the sample that has been collected so far. Therefore, we use the sample standard deviation \(s\) and sample mean \(\bar{x}\) to provide an estimate for the coefficient of variation:

\[
\text{\hat{c}}_v = \frac{s}{\bar{x}}
\]

A visualisation of the coefficient of variation for two data sets is shown in Figure 5.

In practice, a minimum number of repeats should also be run, so that the sample standard deviation can be computed. In this work, a minimum of 10 repeats are run. Further repeats are then run until the coefficient of variation drops be-
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

Confidence intervals are a technique that can be used to quantify the amount of noise in a repeated set of measurements (Georges et al., 2007). For a chosen population parameter (such as the population mean) and sample of measurements, they provide an interval centred on the sample parameter (such as the sample mean) with a given likelihood that the interval lies on the population parameter. This likelihood is controlled by the significance level. For example, a confidence interval for the mean with a significance level of 99% is the interval for which there is a 99% chance that the interval lies on the true population mean.

Confidence intervals are used throughout this work to quantify and visualise the errors in performance measurements, such as the ANTT or STP discussed in Section 2.4.1. They are plotted as error bars on relevant plots.

The confidence interval for a sample of values $X$ with parameter $\theta$ (such as the mean) and confidence level $\gamma$ is the interval:

$$[u(X), v(X)] \text{ where } \Pr(u(X) < \theta < v(X)) = \gamma \quad (7)$$

Under the assumption that the population is normally distributed, the limits of this range are calculated using:

$$u(X) = \bar{x} - \frac{s}{\sqrt{|X|}} \cdot \text{PPF} \left(1 - \frac{\gamma}{2}\right) \quad (8)$$

$$v(X) = \bar{x} + \frac{s}{\sqrt{|X|}} \cdot \text{PPF} \left(1 - \frac{\gamma}{2}\right) \quad (9)$$
where \( \bar{x} \) is the mean of sample \( X \), \( s \) is the standard deviation of sample \( X \). \( \gamma \) is the confidence level – for a 99% confidence interval a value of \( \gamma = 0.01 \) is used.

A visualisation showing confidence intervals for two different data sets is shown in Figure 6.

For large samples, where the number of measurements exceeds 30, PPF is the probability density function of the standard normal distribution with variance 1 and mean 0. For smaller samples the probability density function of Student’s \( t \)-distribution with \( N - 1 \) degrees of freedom is used.

Confidence intervals assume that the noise is normally distributed. This is a safe assumption in this case, as the measurement noise results from the combination of multiple different sources of noise, as discussed in Section 2.4.2.3. Using the central limit theorem, the combination of these noise sources is approximately normally distributed (Rice, 1995).

**Outlier removal** The mean is often used to provide a single point estimate from the repeated performance measurements. However, it is not a robust statistic (Huber, 2005). This means that outliers will have a large effect on its value and cause the range of any confidence intervals to increase in size dramatically. To shrink the confidence intervals to an acceptable size such that conclusions can be drawn from the data would require many more repeats, which may not be practical. An alternative, practical approach is to simply remove these outliers. This is done using *interquartile range removal*. This removes all values that do not lie within the range:

\[
[Q_1 - k(Q_3 - Q_1), Q_3 + k(Q_3 - Q_1)]
\]

(10)
where $Q_1$ and $Q_3$ are the values of the 25% and 75% quartiles respectively. A value of $k = 3$ is used in this work.

**Permutation of Execution Order** As discussed, many repeated program executions are used to quantify measurement errors. However, repeated execution of the same program leads to *systematic errors* in the results.

For example, consider a program that loads data from a hard disk. The first time the program is executed, the input data is read from the disk into main memory, and is automatically cached in the hard disk’s cache. On subsequent program executions, the data (or at least part of it) will be read from the buffer cache rather than the disk itself, improving the access latency considerably. This means that the first execution of the program will be significantly slower than subsequent runs.

Systematic errors such as these cause large outliers in the data. They can be turned into random errors – which can be quantified using confidence intervals and the coefficient of variation discussed previously – by randomly permuting the order in which programs are executed.

**2.5 Summary**

This section has covered the background material necessary to understand the contributions of this thesis, and the relevant background to understand related work, presented in the following chapter.
This chapter discusses work related to the three cooperative tuning challenges explored in this thesis, and presents a comprehensive review and critical evaluation of prior work in these areas. Section 3.1 discusses existing work on automatically tuning the number of threads used by parallel applications, Section 3.2 explores auto-tuning of thread placement on multi-socket systems, and in the wider context, and Section 3.3 covers existing work on tuning high-level parameters, and other implementation choices. This chapter concludes with a brief summary in Section 3.4.

3.1 Tuning Thread Count

This section discusses work related to the first of the cooperative tuning challenges explored in this thesis: how many threads should each parallel program utilise? An extensive survey of scheduling techniques is provided by Zhuravlev et al. (2012), and a survey of algorithmic skeleton frameworks, including those which perform thread count tuning, is provided by González-Vélez and Leyton (2010). This section covers the work from these surveys most relevant to our own, and also includes other relevant papers in this area.

In the following discussion, a critical comparison is made between our own thread count tuning approach, which we call ThreadTuner, and existing work. ThreadTuner is an online, adaptive scheduler that chooses how many threads each parallel program running on the system should use, with the aim of maximising overall system performance. Thread counts are chosen based on scalability information for the programs, collected using an offline training phase. The approach dynamically adapts its decisions runtime, in response to changes in the system workload. Runtime overheads are reduced, by using static program information to determine when the system workload changes. ThreadTuner is described in detail in Chapter 4.

Section 3.1.1 begins with a discussion of scalability-based, online approaches. These techniques use program scalability information to decide, at runtime, the number of threads that programs should use. These approaches are able to adapt to changing...
system workload. Section 3.1.2 explores thread count tuning approaches that tune the number of program threads statically, using information gathered using offline tuning. These approaches have little runtime overhead as training is performed offline, however they are unable to adapt to changing system workload. Section 3.1.3 discusses approaches which tune a single program, given a fixed system workload. These approaches will adapt a single program to the background workload, however they do not tune the other programs running on the system. The section concludes with a summary discussion in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.1 Adaptive Scalability-Based Approaches

Scalability-based approaches tune programs based on information about how program performance changes with thread count. Our thread count auto-tuner, called ThreadTuner, is an example of such an approach.

Sasaki et al. (2012) describe an approach that adjusts the number of threads at runtime using scalability information for each program running on the system. It predicts the scalability of programs, by measuring program scalability at four points in the optimisation space in an offline training phase. The full scalability curve is predicted from these samples using least squares regression. Four sample points are used, as this provides a good trade-off between the length of the training phase and prediction accuracy. The system re-configures the number of cores per program when a program is created or terminated, or a phase change is detected.

Phase changes are detected at runtime by monitoring the cumulative execution cycles per fixed time epoch – referred to as $\gamma$ in this discussion. Sasaki’s phase detection algorithm includes many adjustable parameters including (i) the threshold value for changes in $\gamma$, (ii) the length of each epoch, and (iii) the length of an epoch after the thread allocation has changed. These all have an effect on the ability to detect and react to phase changes, and it is not clear how the best values should be chosen. Moreover, $\gamma$ is a quantity whose absolute values are unknown until a program is executed. It is also likely that the best parameter choices for one system are not portable to other systems.

In contrast, ThreadTuner uses static program information to discover where phases are. This does not require online tracking of program statistics, so does not introduce any runtime overhead. ThreadTuner is also platform agnostic and contains no tunable parameters, as it relies on static program information.
Sasaki et al. (2012) also use a technique called core donation to cope with threads that have been allocated to cores, but which have low utilisation. This allows more than one thread to run on a core, after the initial core allocation has been performed. ThreadTuner does not do this, instead assuming that a program will make use of its threads as predicted by the scalability information collected in the offline training phase.

Another approach for choosing auto-tuning thread counts is presented by Bhadauria and McKee (2010). Techniques for co-scheduling applications whose performance scales poorly with increasing thread count are investigated. They use performance counters to identify when programs fail to scale, and explore search heuristics to choose which programs to run together, and how many cores/threads to allocate to each program. A fairness metric is proposed, that accounts for the time and space-shared allocation given to a program: some programs may receive occasional allocation of large numbers of cores, while other programs may receive frequent allocation of smaller numbers of cores. The system exploits the fact that some applications experience better scaling while receiving an apparently-unfair resource allocation. Programs to co-schedule are selected based on profiling information from initial sampling runs. The system is evaluated using the PARSEC benchmark suite, however five of the benchmarks are omitted as they scale well. It is argued that evaluating the system’s performance using these programs is not necessary, as the best choice is just to gang schedule the programs on all threads. The baseline for comparison in the evaluation is (i) running each program with as many threads as there are cores on the system, and (ii) the PDPA system developed by (Corbalán et al., 2000), which optimises thread count based on scalability but does not consider other programs running on the system – discussed next.

Corbalán et al. (2000) describe Performance-Driven Processor Allocation (PDPA), a dynamic scheduling strategy for assigning thread counts to programs. Programs measure characteristics about themselves using a tool called SelfAnalyzer. This information is passed to the scheduler, and includes information about (i) the number of processors the program would like to be allocated, (ii) the speedup achieved by the current processor allocation, and (iii) an estimate of the total execution time of the program. The PDPA scheduling policy is applied periodically, once every fixed time epoch. This limits the speed with which their approach can react to changes in system workload, unlike our approach which is based on static information from the structure of programs.
Pusukuri et al. (2013) present a scheduling framework, called ADAPT, for co-scheduling multi-threaded applications on multi-core machines. ADAPT uses supervised learning techniques to predict the effects of interference between programs, and for differences between applications’ own scaling due to lock contention. ADAPT produces models for programs’ performance based on their behaviour with sample input-output values, aiming to predict the time spent productively in user-mode – rather than in the kernel, for example in synchronisation functions. These models are used to determine how many threads a set of parallel workloads should use. It continuously monitors programs and changes the thread allocation in response to changes in system workload. This contrasts to our approach which determines when system workload changes based on static program information.

In summary, the work by Sasaki et al. (2012) is most similar to our own. They use a similar scalability-based method, however use a runtime-based approach to detect program phases, which differs to our static approach.

3.1.2 Static Approaches using Offline Training

This section covers static approaches for choosing the thread count of parallel programs. These approaches are incapable of reacting to change in system workload, as they make tuning decisions before programs are executed.

Moore and Childers (2012) aim to optimise system throughput, whilst meeting user-specified quality of service (QoS) constraints, which are intended to avoid issues such as starvation and to provide more resources for programs with more demanding QoS requirements. Their approach first builds a utility model for every program running on the system, using an offline training phase. Each program is run with varying thread counts, with a synthetic benchmark providing competing workload on the system.

This synthetic benchmark approach is not necessarily representative of the actual workload that will run on the system. Their approach requires an expensive training phase, using program profiling. Their approach is not input agnostic, and depends heavily on the programs used to train and build the utility model. The system is evaluated using a small subset of the PARSEC benchmarks: blackscholes, bodytrack, canneal, streamcluster and swaptions. The other benchmarks are not used due to limitations in available inputs and thread configuration flexibility.
The approach is compared to three alternative strategies: (i) free-for-all, where each program spawns as many threads as there are cores on the system, (ii) uniform partition where each program gets an equal share of the available cores, and (iii) per-application maximum where each program is given as many cores as possible without harming performance when executing in isolation on a system. For example, if a program scales well up to 8 cores, and then drops in performance, it is given 8 cores. Note that this doesn’t take into account other programs running on the system.

Lee et al. (2010) present ThreadTailor, which tunes the thread counts for programs on invocation. When a program starts, its thread count is optimised for the current system workload. It is then fixed for the execution of the rest of the program. Their approach requires offline training to predict the type of threads and the communication patterns that they will use at runtime. It also assumes that the best choice for the program at invocation time is the best choice throughout the execution of the program. However, as system workload on these systems varies, this is unlikely to be the case. This is in contrast to our approach, which tunes programs whenever a change in the system workload occurs. Their evaluation only uses a small, and eclectic, collection of programs for evaluation: three programs from the PARSEC benchmark suite, two benchmarks from related work and one from the SPLASH2 benchmark suite.

Wang and O’Boyle (2010) also describe a static tuning approach using machine learning. It tunes both the number of threads and scheduling strategy. ThreadTuner improves over these approaches in its ability to react to changing system workload, which is commonplace on shared-memory multi-core systems. Offline trained approaches are unable to react to these dynamic changes, and therefore unable to provide optimal performance across applications running on the system. One argument in favour of offline trained approaches is that the runtime overhead they incur is minimal. However, the overhead introduced by ThreadTuner is negligible, and this cost is offset by the performance improvements that its adaptability provides.

3.1.3 Fixed System Workload

This section discusses approaches that tune a single program, and treat the other programs running on the system as a fixed workload. This contrasts strongly with our approaches, which modify all programs running on the system in order to obtain
the best overall performance. However, assuming that the background workload is fixed is useful for legacy systems, where existing applications cannot be modified.

Emani and O’Boyle (2013) use a machine learning model, using static program and runtime features, to optimise a target program given a fixed workload of programs that are already running on the system. The existing workload programs do not adapt their resource allocation, only the target program. It’s not clear how their approach adversely affects the workload already on the system. Their approach is not platform agnostic, as it requires re-training on new systems. Their evaluation uses the NAS parallel benchmarks and the C benchmarks from SPEC OMP 2006, all of which are implemented using OpenMP. Leave-one-out cross-validation is used to train and test the machine learning model. The evaluation only reports speedup for each program. It does not use a system-wide metric, such as ANTT or STP. Three types of workload are explored: light, medium and heavy, and two arrival patterns: high frequency and low frequency. The baseline for the evaluation is the default Linux OS scheduler, with the number of threads spawned equal to the number of cores on the system. They also compare against a simple hill-climbing approach to optimise the target program. It is claimed that the system beats the technique proposed by Raman et al. (2012) as they do not need to explore different thread configurations at runtime. Instead, they are statically predicted and used to inform the runtime decisions using compiler knowledge.

Grewe et al. (2011) explore adaptation of the number of threads to system workload for OpenMP applications. A machine learning based model is used to predict the number of threads for a given application and system workload. The model is based on a set of static program features and dynamic workload features. The workload features simply consist of the total number of threads and the total number of programs executing on the system. They target two objectives, and build different models for each. The first maximises program performance regardless of workload, and the second maximises program performance without adversely affecting the execution of the external workload. The largest cost associated with their approach is training the machine learning model. As set of benchmarks are used to build the model, by executing them with different numbers of threads and different workloads. It is not clear if the set of program features they use includes high-level behaviour and properties of the algorithm. However, it could be argued that this is sufficient as the approach is targeting OpenMP, which is a framework for task-based parallelism. Better performance may yet be possible if high-level properties of the program are
considered, and more complex transformations (other than just modifying the number of threads) are considered. Again, this approach only adapts to the workload present when the application is first invoked. Better performance may be attainable by adaptively modifying the program to changes in workload throughout the execution of the program.

All of these approaches make a serious assumption: that the system workload is fixed. This is not true for multi-program shared-memory systems, where the system workload is constantly evolving. These approaches could be extended to cope with changing workload, although it is not clear how effective they would be. For example, the approach by Emani and O’Boyle (2013) could be concurrently applied for every program in the system. However, the decision made for each program may not be the best decision for the system as a whole, as the scheduling decision is made independently for each program under the assumption that the decisions made for other programs are fixed.

3.1.4 Discussion

Related work in the field of scalability-based thread count tuning discussed in Section 3.1.1 is the most similar to our own. These works use program scalability information to decide the schedule at runtime, allowing them to adapt to changing system workload. In particular, (Sasaki et al., 2012) present a scalability-based tuning approach similar to our own, however use a different mechanism for the detection of program phase changes. Their approach detects phases at runtime, and includes several tunable parameters that affect phase detection accuracy. In contrast, our approach uses static program information to predict where phase changes occur, and includes no parameters.

Alternative approaches consist of static tuning approaches (Moore and Childers, 2012; Lee et al., 2010) but these are not capable of adapting to the changing system workload present on multi-program multi-core systems.

There is also work targeting legacy systems where the system workload cannot be changed (Emani and O’Boyle, 2013; Emani, 2014; Grewe et al., 2011), however these approaches are not useful in the context of systems where all of the running programs have a malleable thread count.
The previous section discusses work related to choosing how many threads each parallel program should use. This section discusses work related to the second of the cooperative tuning challenges explored in this thesis: where should each program’s threads be executed? Zhuravlev et al. (2012) provide an extensive survey of work in this area. Here we highlight the work most relevant to our own, and additional recent papers. In the following discussion, a critical comparison is made between our own spatial scheduling approach, which we call LIRA, and existing work. LIRA is presented in detail in Chapter 5.

This section begins in Section 3.2.1 with a discussion of Callisto, a parallel runtime that aims to reduce interference between programs. LIRA is built on top of Callisto. Section 3.2.2 describes demand balancing approaches, which aim to equalise some performance metric across the system. Our LIRA scheduler is an example of such an approach, as it aims to balance the rate at which programs execute memory load instructions across processor sockets. Section 3.2.3 discusses observation-based scheduling, where the performance achieved by different thread to core mappings are directly measured to find the best choice, either at runtime or during an offline training phase. The remaining sections discuss thread placement tuning in the wider context. Section 3.2.5 explores hardware based and analytical techniques, and Section 3.2.4 discusses cooperative scheduling in the context of virtual machines. Although these areas are not directly related to our own work, they are an important area of the cooperative scheduling field and are included for completeness. This section concludes with a summary discussion in Section 3.2.6.

3.2.1 Callisto

Harris et al. (2014) describe Callisto, a parallel runtime that aims to reduce the interference between program threads running on a shared multi-core system with a single socket. Callisto’s thread scheduler treats the system as a homogeneous array of cores and arbitrarily assigns programs to cores. Callisto reduces scheduler-related interference by reducing lock-holder pre-emption problems, by reducing load imbalance between worker threads within a program, and by making explicit thread-to-core allocations which adapt to the amount of parallelism available within a program. This approach helps the system achieve good utilization in the presence of bursty par-
allel workloads, and demonstrates that most scheduler-related interference between pairs of workloads on a shared-memory multi-core machine can be avoided.

Callisto is not applicable to multi-socket systems, as it does not consider the non-uniform nature of communication between cores in the system. LIRA uses Callisto as a baseline for building a socket-aware thread to core scheduler, described in detail in Chapter 5. Callisto’s thread scheduler is described in more detail in Section 5.4.1, and the performance issues it encounters on multi-socket systems are discussed in Section 5.4.2.

3.2.2 Demand-balancing Approaches

Demand-balancing approaches to cooperative scheduling aim to equalise a chosen performance indicator across the entire system. For example many techniques, including LIRA, aim to balance a measure of memory system pressure across sockets.

The scheduling approach by Bhadauria and McKee (2010) discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.1, is also relevant here. They track hardware performance counters to decide how to place thread on cores at runtime. In contrast to our approach, they combine scalability information rather than focusing solely on memory pressure.

Zhuravlev et al. (2010) investigate scheduler-based techniques for addressing interference between threads sharing a common last level cache. They observe that, in addition to contention for space in a cache, contention at memory controllers, memory buses, and prefetching hardware could also be significant. This observation led them to focus on a thread’s solo last level miss rate to predict the extent to which it will suffer from contention, since a higher miss rate will tend to stress the downstream parts of the memory system. They examine scheduling policies which sort threads by miss rate, and distribute them such that the total miss rate is equal across last level caches. In addition, they describe an online scheduling algorithm which dynamically measure miss rates, rather than using statistics from solo runs. LIRA uses a similar performance metric as a predictor of the pressure that a program will place on the memory system. Like LIRA, their online scheduler, called DIO, is capable of responding to changes in system workload, by detecting changes in a programs miss rate. Although these approaches are similar, they are applied in different contexts. DIO considers scheduling threads on a multi-core processor, whereas LIRA is focused on scheduling for multiple sockets, balancing the performance indicator across sockets rather than cores.
Banikazemi et al. (2008) describe a system to monitor CPU performance counters to identify patterns which indicate poor behaviour. Under various assumptions, they estimate the cache occupancy ratios of different threads based on information available from CPU performance counters, from which they estimate the likely impact of moving a thread between cores. These moves are made experimentally, reverting to a default scheduling policy if an anticipated improvement is not seen. This approach differs greatly from our own. Banikazemi et al. (2008) actively probe the schedule to see if performance is positively or negatively affected. In contrast, LIRA attempts to accurately predict what the best program to core mapping is without the overhead involved in probing for the best allocation strategy. However if LIRA makes a mis-prediction it is likely to cause bad system performance as it will not detect and react to its mistake.

Knauerhase et al. (2008) co-schedule ‘light’ and ‘heavy’ programs on a processor where pairs of cores share a last level cache. Their experiments suggest that the number of cache misses per cycle is the best indication of interference, and they aim to equalise this metric across the cores. As with Fedorova et al. (2007), they increase the amount of CPU time given to ‘light’ threads which were co-scheduled with ‘heavy’ tasks, reflecting the fact that ‘light’ tasks were more likely to suffer from interference. Again, this approach is similar to our own in that it attempts to balance a chosen performance metric across the programs being scheduled. However, it is not explained how programs are categorised as either ‘light’ or ‘heavy’. LIRA does not require programs to be categorised - it operates dynamically at runtime, without the need for any training overheads.

McGregor et al. (2005) examine the problem of selecting pairs of threads to place together on a simultaneous multi-threaded processor. They examine bus transactions per thread, stall cycles per thread and last level cache miss rates per thread. Their system uses a scheduler to select which sets of programs to run in a given quantum, attempting to balance the chosen metric between quanta. Within a quantum, a spatial scheduler places a thread with a high value for the metric with another thread with a low value. Their results suggest that focusing on stall cycles was effective, perhaps reflecting the fact that contention between the pairs of hyperthreads the most significant factor. Our work is similar in approach, in that we aim to balance a performance indicator, namely the rate at which load instructions are executed, across programs. However, our approach is focused on the allocation of programs to cores, unlike Mc-
Gregor et al. (2005) who focus on improving performance of threads running on a single hyperthreaded core.

Dey et al. (2013) describe ReSense, a system for dynamically controlling the number of threads used by concurrent applications. Their sensitivity to sharing memory resources is characterised from single-program run-alone measurements designed to stress each resource. Thread-to-core mappings are controlled when applications start or stop, or when threads are created or destroyed. In contrast to LIRA, their approach requires an expensive offline training phase.

Libutti et al. (2014) explore a user-mode resource management mechanism to select which workloads to co-schedule. The machine is divided into a series of binding domains (BDs) comprising memory and cores, with BDs either allocated to individual processes, or shared between them. Applications are characterized by application working modes, and an optimisation algorithm used to select which application to operate at which mode. Unlike LIRA, an offline training phase is needed. Their evaluation focuses on just two benchmarks from the PARSEC benchmark suite.

Corbalán et al. (2001) adjust the number of threads used by OpenMP programs, in order to improve gang scheduling. Their approach performs spacial scheduling within each time slot of the gang schedule. Their evaluation only considers 4 programs taken from SPECfp95 and the NAS parallel benchmark suite.

Tian et al. (2009) study the use of A* search to explore possible schedules for sets of programs.

In summary, there are many competing approaches, including our own, that use a measure of memory system pressure to influence thread placement tuning. Many of these approaches require an offline tuning phase. This requires an accurate training set to be devised, to avoid issues such as over-fitting. Our approach is a heuristic approach that bases its decisions on information collected at runtime, without the need for training.

Cache Partitioning and Memory Management

The following approaches also perform demand-balancing, but adjust the cache partitioning and memory management of the system, rather than scheduling of programs and threads. This is a different approach to LIRA, which only alters the thread to core mapping to improve memory usage patterns.

Xie and Loh (2008) introduce a taxonomy of applications: (i) turtles which do not make much use of a shared last level cache, (ii) sheep which can exhibit a high rate
of last level cache accesses, but which achieve a low miss rate when allocated a small number of ways, (iii) rabbits which are very sensitive to the number of ways allocated to them, and degrade in the presence of contention, and (iv) devils which access the cache frequently and have high miss rates. They use this classification in a cache partitioning algorithm to improve cache usage patterns. The aim of the cache partitioning is to identify devils and contain them within a partition of the cache. This isolates their poor cache locality from other programs running on the system. This is a radically different approach to our own, which instead attempts to balance cache usage across cores without restricting programs to a subset of the cache. It also focuses on cache usage within a single shared cache, rather than across multiple-sockets as in our work.

Lin et al. (2008) provide another approach to classify programs and perform cache partitioning, based on the performance degradation programs observe when running with a reduced size level 2 cache. ‘Red’ and ‘yellow’ programs are harmed by reduced cache space. ‘Green’ programs are not slowed down so much, but have a miss rate of at least 14 misses per thousand cycles. ‘Black’ programs have low slow down and low miss rate. Page colouring is used to control the amount of cache space allocated to different applications. Their work provides insights into the reasons for particular performance interactions, as it is based on hardware runs rather than simulation of components in isolation. Their approach requires an expensive offline tuning phase, in contrast to LIRA which uses performance information collected at runtime.

Dashti et al. (2013) present Carrefour, a memory management algorithm which considers the placement of memory within non-uniform memory access (NUMA) systems, and the conflicting goals of providing low latency access by placing memory close to threads that will access it, versus spreading memory across a machine to achieve higher aggregate bandwidth. They consider pairs of programs running on a single machine, but programs workloads run on complete NUMA sockets. This is a different approach to improving performance, which focuses on placement of memory, rather than placement of threads. This work is orthogonal to LIRA, and it would be interesting to combine their techniques with our own.

These approaches, whilst similar to LIRA, differ in that they are used to decide cache partitioning strategies rather than the placement of threads. They are therefore incapable of tuning where threads are placed on a multi-socket system and so do not mitigate the issues surrounding multi-socket systems, such as reducing inter-socket communication overheads.
3.2 Tuning Thread Placement

Tuning for Data Centres and Clusters

The following techniques perform demand-balancing scheduling in large scale data-centres. This context is somewhat different to the context in which LIRA is evaluated, namely a single multi-socket multi-core system.

Tang et al. (2011) examine the impact of sharing memory in data-center applications. They observe larger performance differences between co-scheduling decisions in these workloads than in PARSEC benchmarks. They examine many reasons for these properties, and include heuristics to predict good thread-to-core mappings from characteristics gathered when running alone. Latency-sensitive applications are placed first, based on the resources which they seem to benefit from, for example if an applications requires high bus usage. Batch jobs are then placed, aiming to use different resources. Unlike LIRA, their approach does not adapt to changing system workload as, once the scheduling decision has been made, it is fixed.

Mars et al. (2010) also investigate cooperative scheduling on clusters. They address contention between mixes of latency-sensitive and batch programs. They record the last level cache miss rate for the latency sensitive program and, if it is high, the batch program is de-scheduled. Various algorithms are explored, including sampling the latency-sensitive program performance during an interval where the batch program is temporarily prevented from running. This technique allows the latency-sensitive program to be profiled in effect in isolation, without requiring dedicated characterisation runs. However their evaluation only considers quad-core CPUs, which may not be representative of the types of systems used in cluster-based computing. The background workload used in their evaluation is the same across benchmarks. A more thorough evaluation is needed to judge whether their approach works in general.

The work by Mars et al. (2010) is similar to our approach but uses a different performance criteria to control the scheduling: namely program latency. However this approach assumes that overall system performance will be harmed when a latency sensitive program is co-scheduled with another program. It also completely de-schedules one of the programs, which is likely to lead to a large performance hit in terms of ANTT. Our LIRA approach instead aims to directly predict whether a pair of applications will perform well when run on the same socket, and does not necessarily take the drastic step of completely penalising one application. LIRA therefore attempts to improve both ANTT and STP, whereas Mars et al. (2010) aim to improve solely STP.
Frachtenberg et al. (2005) investigate scheduling MPI applications running on networked clusters of machines. They observe that applications that communicate a lot with one another should be scheduled to run concurrently on the same nodes, otherwise communication can be delayed due to one of the applications not running. On the other hand, applications with little communication can be more flexibly scheduled to cope with load imbalance on the cluster. This system does not perform runtime adaptation as, for example, the number of nodes used by each application is fixed.

3.2.3 Observation-based Co-scheduling

This section discusses observation-based co-scheduling, where the performance achieved by different thread to core mappings are directly measured to find the best choice, either at runtime or during an offline training phase. This is in contrast to our approach, which predicts the schedule that will achieve the best performance, without needing to directly measure the performance, either at runtime or in an offline training phase.

Klug et al. (2011) describe Auto-pin, a tool for adaptively pinning threads to cores to obtain the best performance. Auto-pin maintains a candidate set of pinnings, or mappings from program threads to cores. The initially large space of pinnings is pruned using architectural information. For example, all symmetrical pinnings are ignored as it is assumed they provide equivalent performance. Auto-pin then measures the performance of each candidate pinning. It does this by dividing the executing into fixed time epochs, and using a different pinning for each. It then chooses the best pinning and uses it for the remainder of the program’s execution.

Auto-pin therefore adapts a program to the system workload on invocation. It doesn’t modify the pinning after the best pinning has been chosen, and so does not continuously respond to changes in workload at runtime. This tool can also be used when multiple programs are concurrently executing. Newly invoked programs will tune themselves such that they perform well alongside another auto-pinned program.

However, the existing auto-pinned program will not adapt its pinning to the presence of the new program. Furthermore, when the existing auto-pinned program terminates the pinning for the new program is unlikely to be optimal. It is unclear how auto-pin will perform when two or more programs are exploring candidate pinnings concurrently.
As they discuss in the conclusions of the paper, the approach will suffer with applications that go through distinct phases of execution. By applying a runtime adaptation technique to skeletons, this is avoidable as the skeleton dictates the computation and communication patterns, and will therefore dictate any phase changes. They suggest running a re-pinning if performance drops below a certain threshold. This may help alleviate this problem, however it is unclear how effective this would be.

Snavely and Tullsen (2000) explore co-scheduling of threads in simultaneous multi-threaded systems. Their system dynamically explores different combinations of thread placement. This approach can be used on unmodified hardware, and without the scheduler needing to understand the causes for the performance results seen. However, unlike LIRA, a profiling phase is required. Also, unlike LIRA, it does not adapt to changing system workload – which is essential for achieving optimal system performance in multi-program systems.

Bulpin and Pratt (2005) describe an algorithm for co-scheduling on simultaneous multi-threaded processors which collects performance-counter and timing information from pairs of benchmarks running together on a single processor with two hardware threads. They show how this information can be used to dynamically select which pairs of benchmarks to run together, assuming more software threads than hardware threads. This small scale study only consider single core, dual threaded processors, unlike LIRA which is applied in the context of multi-core multi-socket systems.

3.2.4 Virtualisation

Virtualisation is another field where cooperative scheduling is important. This is quite a different environment to the multi-socket environment in which LIRA operates, however it is still useful to explore approaches in this area as they utilise many of the same concepts and develop similar co-scheduling ideas.

Dhiman et al. (2009) describe vGreen, a system that places virtual machines within a cluster of physical machines running a virtual machine monitor. They observe that co-scheduling heterogeneous virtual machines is effective both from the viewpoint of performance and energy consumption. They classify virtual machines based on the number of memory accesses per cycle. Live migration is used to adjust placement decisions dynamically.
Merkel et al. (2010) introduce task activity vectors to characterise the resource requirements of computationally-intensive single-processor virtual machines. In their evaluation they examine memory bus, L2 cache, and ‘un-shared’ core resources taken collectively. The vector is maintained dynamically based on performance counter values. Threads are spread to balance the demands at different positions in the vector. In addition to migrating virtual machines between nodes, they consider the choice of clock frequency on the different vector components and on the energy delay product of the workloads as they run. This balancing approach is similar to the approach taken by LIRA, and other demand-balancing based approaches described in Section 3.2.3, however it is applied in the context of single processor virtual machines.

Nathuji et al. (2010) describe Q-Clouds, which identifies interference between co-scheduled virtual machines based on application-level indications of their performance. Workloads are characterised in isolation on a staging server to determine which resources are needed for which levels of performance. Techniques such as page colouring are used to isolate workloads, and a ‘head room’ of unused capacity is left mitigate other sources of interference.

Zhang et al. (2013) use a cycles-per-instruction (CPI) metric to identify ‘bad’ applications running on machines in a shared compute cluster. In their setting, hundreds of instances of a process are run across a cluster, and so it is possible to use statistical approaches to identify performance problems if one process’ CPI differs from that of other processes in the same job.

3.2.5 Analytical and Hardware Approaches

The following techniques perform co-scheduling using hardware based and analytical techniques. These are not directly related to our work, but are an important aspect of the field of cooperative scheduling, and so are covered here for completeness.

Suh et al. (2002) describe an early mechanism for combining time-shared and space-shared scheduling in multi-processor systems. They propose additional hardware monitoring to estimate the miss-rates as a function of cache size, both for processes running along and in combination using cache-partitioning techniques. Qureshi and Patt (2006) propose hardware to dynamically monitor applications to let software predict the impact of different cache-partitioning algorithms. LIRA does not require any custom hardware, as it utilises hardware counters available on most modern CPUs.
Chandra et al. (2005) show how to combine stack-distance or circular-sequence profiles from pairs of threads to predict the number of cache misses that will occur when pairs of threads run together. This provides an analytical basis to anticipate interference, but it requires a mechanism to collect profiling information, and does not account for interference aside from cache misses. In contrast, our use of load instruction rates as a proxy for memory pressure provides a metric that captures more about the memory system than just cache misses.

Jiang et al. (2008) prove that, under various assumptions, a general form of the optimal co-scheduling problem is NP-complete, while a special case restricted to pairwise-interactions is possible in polynomial time.

3.2.6 Discussion

Related work in the field of observation based co-scheduling, discussed in Section 3.2.2 are the most similar to our own. However, none of these works use load instruction rate as a proxy for memory pressure. This simple, low-overhead runtime metric is an effective way of balancing memory pressure across sockets, it can be measured with negligible overhead, and does not require custom hardware as it is available on many modern CPUs.

Lin et al. (2008) explores cache partitioning techniques, using a similar strategy to LIRA but applied to memory system rather than thread scheduling. Dashti et al. (2013) also investigate cooperatively sharing resources, by adjusting memory placement. Tang et al. (2011); Mars et al. (2010) explore approaches for data-centres and cluster computing, with a focus on solely improving the performance of latency sensitive applications rather than overall system performance.

In outline, we use the observations of work such as that of McGregor et al. (2005); Knauerhase et al. (2008); Lin et al. (2008); Banikazemi et al. (2008); Zhuravlev et al. (2010) that jobs with “heavy” demands for shared resources should not be placed close to one another. We exploit this observation, aiming to balance memory system pressure across sockets, using an online adaptive approach that does not require a profiling step, as is the case for some the approaches by Knauerhase et al. (2008); Dey et al. (2013); Libutti et al. (2014).
3.3 Tuning High-Level Parallel Parameters

The previous section discusses work related to choosing where to schedule threads for parallel programs running on a shared system. This section discusses work related to the third cooperative tuning challenge explored in this thesis: tuning of high-level parallel framework parameters. Relevant work from the extensive surveys by González-Vélez and Leyton (2010); Zhuravlev et al. (2012) is covered, along with additional recent papers. Section 3.3.1 explores related works on auto-tuning high-level parameters. Section 3.3.2 explores auto-tuning in the wider context of adjusting the implementation of parallel algorithms.

3.3.1 Tuning High-Level Parameters

The following approaches tune high-level parameters in parallel frameworks. These are the approaches most similar to our own.

3.3.1.1 FastFlow

FastFlow by Aldinucci et al. (2013) is a stream parallel processing framework for multi-core shared memory machines. Its main contribution is the use of lock-free fence-free queues to pass tasks between threads. It is most suitable when fine grained parallelism is present. The queues introduced very minimal overhead into the computation, allowing the algorithm to be decomposed into small tasks.

It is implemented as a library consisting of multiple layers of abstraction. At the lowest level, it provides a memory allocated specifically suited to the allocation of many small tasks. Higher layers provide a threading model (built on POSIX threads) and the lock-free fence-free queue implementation that can be used for communication. At the highest layer, a collection of high-level skeletons are provided.

FastFlow contains several implementation parameters that are manually tuned, and are amenable to auto-tuning (Collins et al., 2012).

3.3.2 Tuning the Implementation

The following frameworks perform modification of the implementation of parallel programs, using a range of techniques. They include compilers that generate platform specific codes to runtime approaches that dynamically adapt the implementation.
3.3.2.1 Delite: Parallel Domain Specific Languages

Delite (Chafi et al., 2011; Brown et al., 2011) is a parallel programming framework which allows the creation of domain specific parallel languages (DSLs), embedded in Scala (Rompf and Odersky, 2010). The authors identify three, often conflicting, goals in program language design: generality, productivity and performance. Delite deliberately trades off generality to provide productivity and performance. However, it allows the generality that it trades off to be modified depending on the use case. This is done through support for the creation of arbitrary DSLs.

Delite provides a core set of parallel operations, which can be extended to implement high-level domain-specific parallel operations. Delite includes low-level optimisations that can be applied to the core set of parallel operations, and the ability to define domain-specific optimisations for user-defined domain-specific operations. These are expressed as pattern matching rules. This allows cooperation between expert programmers for a given architecture, and domain experts who are designing a DSL.

A Delite program achieves platform independence by leaving the compilation until walk-time (Fisher, 1997). A program includes source code for different target architectures, which are then compiled when the program is invoked depending on the exact hardware available.

Delite expresses all of its operations in terms of a single operator: the MultiLoop. This pattern iterates over a range, applying a function to each index in the range. It then performs an optional reduction step over thread-local data. It can read from multiple inputs and produce multiple outputs. It is key in allowing some optimisations, such as fusing of parallel operations.

3.3.2.2 PetaBricks: Programmer-Provided Algorithmic Choice

PetaBricks (Ansel et al., 2009) is a language, compiler and runtime for array computation that allows the programmer to provide a choice of implementations for their algorithm to the compiler and runtime system. Additional tuning parameters can also be manually specified. For example, consider a sorting algorithm. This removes the need for a programmer to insert hand-coded cutoffs between different sort implementations of their algorithm: the best approach is to use quicksort for large arrays and a simpler sorting algorithm for small arrays. PetaBricks can find these cut-offs automatically, if the programmer manually exposes this tunable parameter.
PetaBricks performs its tuning at compile time, using micro-benchmarking to tune the parameters. This allows it to adapt to different inputs at runtime, however it cannot adapt to changing system workload. It is also targeted at single program optimisation.

3.3.2.3 SkePU: Automatic Implementation Variant Selection

Dastgeer et al. (2011, 2013) present a tuning approach for choosing between skeleton implementations. Their framework provides a set of commonly used skeletons, each of which is implemented in four variants: sequential C++, OpenCL, OpenMP and CUDA. The framework chooses an appropriate variant at compilation time. Their approach performs tuning at compile time, and so cannot respond to changes in system workload. It also ignores the presence of multi-programs.

3.3.2.4 Copperhead: Synchronisation and Shape Analysis

Copperhead (Catanzaro et al., 2011) is a data-parallel skeleton language, consisting of a heavily restricted subset of Python and a set of data-parallel primitives. Copperhead’s main contributions are static optimisations called synchronisation analysis and shape analysis. Copperhead performs these optimisations statically. It does not perform runtime optimisation, and so does cannot cope with changing system workload. These optimisations are also applied in a single-program context, unlike our approach.

3.3.2.5 Thrust: Templates for CPU and GPU

Thrust Nvidia (2012) is a parallel algorithms library, providing an analogue of the C++ Standard Template Library, that aims to be a productive yet high performance language. It aims to provide performance portability across different devices, including CPUs and GPUs.

Thrust allows the programmer to choose whether to execute a parallel operation on either a CPU or GPU. However, this choice is down to the programmer and is hard coded into the application. Thrust is therefore unable to choose based on system workload.

3.3.2.6 Adaptive Execution for SMT Processors

Jung et al. (2005) develop a technique to adaptively alter loop parallelisation techniques using performance monitoring. Their approach identifies the best execution
strategy at runtime, when the program is invoked, to determine the best execution strategy for the loops in the program. Delite goes a bit further by making this choice at walk-time. This compiles the program for a given architecture when it is invoked, but does not modify it at runtime. This approach also does not make its decisions based on dynamic properties of the system workload, only static properties such as the hardware that is available.

3.3.2.7 Summary

In summary, related work in this area only adapts the implementation of parallel programs in a single-program context. The majority of work is also restricted to performing this tuning at compile time, except the work by Jung et al. (2005) which tunes loop parallelisation at runtime.

3.3.3 Discussion

Related work in the area of high level parameter tuning, discussed in Section 3.3.1 are the most similar to our own. These approaches vary implementation parameters at runtime in order to improve performance. Other related work in this area is focused on switching the implementation used by the skeletons in order to accommodate the underlying hardware (Nvidia, 2012; Dastgeer et al., 2011, 2013) or generating code for the given system Jung et al. (2005). These optimisations are applied at compile time, or at walk-time in the case of Delite Chafi et al. (2011); Brown et al. (2011). This contrasts with our observation that, in a shared multi-program environment, this tuning needs to be performed at runtime in order to deal with changing system workload.

3.4 Summary

This chapter has provided a critical review of related work in the areas explored in this thesis. The next chapter presents the contributions of this thesis for the first of the three challenges: cooperatively tuning the number of threads used by programs.
COOPERATIVELY TUNING THREAD COUNT

This chapter, the first of three technical chapters, presents work to address the first cooperative auto-tuning challenge: how to choose the best number of threads for each parallel program running on a shared-memory multi-core system.

A scheduling framework, called THREADTUNER, is developed. It improves system performance by intelligently choosing how many threads – and therefore cores – each program running on the system should use. The ANTT and STP metrics are used to measure performance, and are described in detail in Section 2.4.1. THREADTUNER is an online adaptive scheduler, that responds dynamically to changes in the system workload at runtime. Two implementations of this auto-tuning technique are implemented. The first for our own multi-threaded C++ skeleton framework, called THREADTUNER-SKEL, and the second for the libgomp implementation of OpenMP, called THREADTUNER-OMP.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 motivates this work, by demonstrating the performance gains available from system-wide tuning of program thread counts. Four techniques for assigning thread counts to programs are evaluated for a set of image processing benchmarks. Section 4.3 investigates the main challenge for choosing the number of threads for parallel applications: their performance scalability as the number of threads is adjusted and its sensitivity to program phase changes. Section 4.4 describes an auto-tuning technique for choosing the best number of threads for a set of programs, given information about the scalability of program phases. Program phases are determined statically from the structure of the skeleton parallel programs. Section 4.5 describes our multi-threaded C++ skeleton library that allows dynamic reconfiguration of the number of threads used by programs, and implements the THREADTUNER tuning method. Section 4.6 presents an implementation of THREADTUNER for the libgomp implementation of OpenMP (Dagum and Menon, 1998), which we call THREADTUNER-OMP. Section 4.7 presents an evaluation of both implementations of our auto-tuner. The performance achieved by the framework is compared to the default OpenMP scheduler. THREADTUNER-SKEL is evaluated using a set of image processing benchmarks, which consists of skeleton implementations of algorithms from OpenCV Bradski and Kaehler (2008). THREADTUNER-OMP is evalu-

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter explores the first of the three cooperative tuning challenges addressed in this thesis: how many threads should each parallel program use, when running on a shared-memory multi-core system?

The choice of program thread counts is vital to achieve optimal system performance on shared-memory multi-core systems, as it affects the following performance issues: (i) under-subscription, where insufficient threads exist on the system to exploit the available hardware resources, (ii) over-subscription, where too many threads exist on the system causing conflicts for resources, and overhead in thread management and inter-thread communication, and (iii) thread scalability, where increasing the thread count for a program results in diminishing returns in performance, or in some cases decreased performance.

Existing approaches either choose the number of threads used by multi-threaded parallel programs under the assumption that they are running exclusively on the system, or the choice of thread count is made individually by programs with no coordination with the system as a whole. For example, to maximise program throughput, a program will likely spawn a number of threads equal to the number of cores available on the system. However, this can lead to poor performance when multiple parallel programs that use this approach are running on the system. Many more threads than cores will be present on the system, causing over-subscription and degradation of performance due to issues including synchronisation, cache usage patterns and context switching overheads. Typical OS schedulers schedule the threads that they are given, and do not have direct control over how many threads programs will use.

What is needed is a framework that chooses the best number of threads for each program running on the system, such that overall system performance is improved. This decision needs to take the number of cores available on the system and thread scalability of the running programs into account. Moreover, this tuning needs to be performed dynamically, due to the dynamic nature of the system workload present on shared-memory multi-core systems (discussed in more detail in Section 1.1) and the phased behaviour of many parallel programs.
This chapter presents ThreadTuner, an auto-tuning framework that addresses these issues by intelligently choosing the number of threads used by each program running on the system. It aims to improve overall system performance, by minimising the ANTT of the system.

ThreadTuner auto-tunes the thread counts of parallel programs based on their thread scalability. This is the variation in program performance as the number of threads it uses is changed. Programs scale well if their performance increases as the number of threads used is increased. Scalability information is used to choose the number of threads used by each program currently executing, to ensure that the available system resources are fully utilised effectively and without over-subscription. For example, programs with poor scalability are assigned fewer threads than those with better scalability, but in a way that avoids starving the poorly scaling program of all computational resources. Our auto-tuning framework will only allocate as many threads as there are cores on the system, therefore avoiding the problems caused by over-subscription.

The scalability of program phases within programs are also considered. Phases in the execution of the programs running on the system are identified, and the tuner updates its decision every time one of the programs starts execution, completes execution or transitions between phases.

ThreadTuner is applied to skeleton parallel programs. These are implemented using a structured approach to parallel programming that separates algorithm description from implementation, described in more detail in Section 2.3. These structured parallel programs allow ThreadTuner to predict statically where phase changes occur in programs, making the tuning problem tractable. The sequential code between skeletons also constitute a different phases of execution. These code regions are used for program initialisation and to glue together different skeleton instances. Section 4.3 provides an empirical investigation into the thread scalability of the phases in a suite of parallel programs.

Information about the scalability of program phases is collected a priori, in an off-line training phase. This scalability and phase information is used by the scheduler to choose how many threads each parallel program should use during a given phase of execution. This is done dynamically at runtime, and so can adapt to the changes in system workload present on shared-memory multi-core systems. The thread allocation decision is reviewed whenever a program starts execution, completes execution or experiences a phase change.
This framework is implemented for both a multi-threaded C++ parallel skeleton library, called ThreadTuner-Skel, and OpenMP, called ThreadTuner-OMP. Across 16 randomly chosen pairs of programs from the NAS parallel benchmark suite (Bailey et al., 1991) run on a 12-core shared-memory multiple core system, ThreadTuner-OMP achieves an ANTT of 2.63 and an STP of 1.03. This is compared to the libgomp OpenMP implementation using the default Linux OS scheduler, which achieves a ANTT of 2.91 and STP of 0.98 across the same program combinations. ThreadTuner-OMP provides an improvement in ANTT of 11% compared to libgomp OpenMP, and a marginal improvement in STP.

4.2 Scheduling Strategies

Consider a multi-core system on which we want to run a pair of parallel programs (called A and B) which are malleable – i.e. their thread counts can be dynamically changed at runtime. A takes longer to execute than B when run in isolation on the system utilising all of the available cores.

The standard approach taken by many application developers is to spawn as many threads as there are cores on the system, and have the OS scheduler interleave their execution. This helps utilise all of the systems resources, however this over-subscription can be harmful if many programs are running concurrently.

Consider the case where programs A and B are run concurrently on the system. Each program spawns $N_A$ and $N_B$ threads respectively. The threads are pinned to distinct cores to avoid performance effects caused by the migration of threads between cores, and the total number of threads does not exceed the number of cores on the system – to avoid issues of over-subscription. When program B completes its execution, a phase change occurs in the system workload. The resources that were being used by program B are now free for program A to use. It is likely beneficial for A to spawn more threads in order to utilise all of the cores on the system, increasing its thread count to $N'_A$.

In this example, we need to choose the optimal values for the thread counts $N_A$, $N'_A$ and $N_B$. For now, we choose these parameters by doing an exhaustive search of the space, and later develop a technique to predict these values, presented in Section 4.4. The ANTT and STP system performance metrics can be used to determine whether one choice of thread counts performs better than another.
Figure 7: Four scheduling strategies for allocating programs to cores. Each colour shows the execution of a different parallel pattern instance. (i) simply runs one program followed by the other, allocating them all available cores, (ii) interleaves the execution of the threads in time using the Operating System’s scheduler, (iii) partitions the cores into two, allocating half of the cores to each program and (iv) initially partitions the cores into two subsets (thread counts $N_B$ and $N_B$, but changes the allocation when the first program completes execution (thread count $N'_A$).
To motivate the need for thread count tuning, we investigate the following scheduling strategies for choosing the thread counts $N_A$, $N'_A$ and $N_B$. These scheduling strategies are depicted in Figure 7.

**Interleaved** Each program spawns as many threads as there are cores, and pins its threads to distinct cores. Therefore two threads are pinned to each core. The programs run concurrently, and the execution of the pair of threads on each core is interleaved in time by context switching between them at regular intervals, as controlled by the OS scheduler.

**Sequential** The threads are partitioned in time. A is run to completion, utilising as many threads as there are cores in the system, followed by B which also spawns as many threads as there are cores.

**Partitioned** A number of threads equal to the total number of cores on the system is used by programs A and B. These threads are pinned to distinct cores. The programs run concurrently, using a subset of the systems resources. For these experiments, each program is allocated an equal number of threads, so they use a equal share of the available resources.

**Adaptive** Initially, A and B spawn a number of threads ($N_A$ and $N_B$) and pin them to distinct cores. When B completes execution, program A spawns additional threads to utilise the now idle cores, with thread count $N'_A$. The choice for the parameters $N_A$, $N_B$ and $N'_A$ is determined by an exhaustive search of the space of possible values. The set of thread count parameters that provide the minimum total execution time are chosen.

We evaluate these scheduling strategies using combinations of programs, chosen based on their thread scalability characteristics. Figure 8 shows the scalability of a set of image processing benchmarks. It demonstrates that different applications scale differently to the number of cores. These use algorithms taken from the OpenCV image processing library (Bradski and Kaehler, 2008), and implemented using the multi-threaded C++ skeleton library described in Section 4.5.

Each of these program pairs combines one program with good scalability and another that has poor scalability. The program with good scalability will benefit from using as many resources as possible, whereas the amount of resource allocated to the poorly scaling program will need to be carefully tuned. This should expose the flaws in the default OS scheduler as it will not take this information into account.
From this set of image processing benchmarks, we use erosion, invert, filter and resize. The erosion and resize benchmarks exhibit poor scalability – as the number of threads increases, performance also increases, until a sweet spot is reached after which point increasing the number of threads harms performance. The filter benchmark also exhibits poor scaling. Its scalability curve has many peaks and troughs. The invert benchmark exhibits good scaling – as the number of threads increases, the performance increases but with diminishing returns as the thread count gets larger.

Figure 8 shows the performance achieved by each scheduling strategy. The experiments were run on a 32-core shared-memory multi-core machine. As expected, the simple partitioned strategy, which allocates a static partition of the cores to each program, achieves a much significantly worse system throughput than the other approaches. However, it does provide a similar ANTT to the adaptive approach.

Adaptive performs best of all of the strategies, when considering both ANTT and STP. On average it achieves an ANTT of 2.64 and an STP of 0.62, compared to the Linux OS scheduler (interleaved) which achieves a significantly higher ANTT of 2.98, and a lower STP of 0.55. It achieves comparable ANTT to the partitioned approach, but significantly better STP.
Figure 9: Performance achieved by each scheduling strategy, showing the ANTT and STP achieved by each, and the arithmetic mean across program combinations. For ANTT lower is better, and for STP higher is better. The experiment was run on a 32-core shared memory multi-core machine. Each program combination is run for multiple repeats until the coefficient of variation drops below 0.01. Error bars show 99% confidence intervals for this mean.
In all three cases, adaptive achieves better ANTT than interleaved. In two of the three cases, adaptive achieves better STP than interleaved. For filter+invert it performs slightly worse, however it does improve ANTT in this case.

The sequential scheduling technique achieves poor ANTT in all cases. This is due to the fact that one of the programs must wait for the other program to execute before its execution begins. This strategy does not provide responsiveness. However, it provides reasonable STP results, comparable to the interleaved strategy (the Linux OS scheduler).

These motivational experiments demonstrate the need for cooperative auto-tuning of thread counts for parallel programs. The best system performance is only achieved when considering the thread allocation for all of the programs in a cooperative manner. Moreover, an adaptive approach is needed to react in changes to system workload.

4.3 THREAD SCALABILITY

Parallel program performance is affected by the number the number of threads that the program can utilise. This section provides an empirical exploration of the scalability of skeleton parallel programs, and investigates the presence of different phases of execution and the differing scalability of these individual phases. This analysis backs up the assumptions in the design of the ThreadTuner scalability-based tuning approach described in Section 4.4, and extends the observations made in Figure 8 to the more established NAS parallel benchmark suite (Bailey et al., 1991).

4.3.1 Scalability of Whole Programs

Figure 10 shows the scalability of programs from the NAS parallel benchmark suite. This data was collected on a 12-core shared-memory system. To quantify noise in the measurements, each program is run for multiple repeats, until the coefficient of variation drops below 0.01. See Section 2.4.2.4 for details.

This plot demonstrates that different programs scale differently. The ep benchmark scales well, suffering only a slight slow-down even for large thread counts. In contrast ft scales poorly. Increasing the number of threads for this benchmark initially provides good scaling, but beyond 6 threads the performance increase obtained by increasing the thread count becomes vanishingly small. Also of note is sp, which ini-
Figure 10: The thread scalability of the NAS parallel benchmarks, showing how different programs exhibit different performance trends as the number of threads is varied. The plot shows speedup over using a single threaded against the number of threads. Programs were run in isolation on a 12-core shared-memory multi-core system. Each sample was run for multiple repeats, until the coefficient of variation dropped below 0.01. The solid lines show the mean execution time, and shaded regions show the 99% confidence interval for this mean.
Figure 11: Sequential and parallel execution phases within the NAS parallel benchmarks. The plot shows whether each program is in a sequential or parallel phase at different points throughout its execution. Each phase is bordered by a black box.

Initially scales up to 4 threads. Increasing the thread count further results in a drop in performance.

These results demonstrate that scalability information needs to be taken into account when deciding how many threads each program should be allocated. For example, if $ep$ and $sp$ are to be run on the same system, a naive approach may allocate an equal subset of the system to each program, providing 6 cores to each. However, due to the poor scalability of $sp$ beyond 4 threads, this will not achieve optimal performance. A better choice would be to assign 4 cores to $sp$ and the remaining cores to $ep$.

4.3.2 Scalability of Program Phases

Figure 11 shows a visualisation of the phases within the benchmarks explored in the previous section. This plot demonstrates that each program has multiple parallel phases, and exhibits a variety of phases. Some have long sequential regions, and some have several parallel regions. For example, $ep$ exhibits a single parallel phase, preceded by an almost negligible sequential set up phase. In contrast, $mg$ consists of several long-lived sequential and parallel phases. This motivates the need for regular thread allocation decisions given the frequency with which the applications change phases. This plot also shows that most phases take a significant amount of time to
execute. Amdahl’s law therefore suggests that it is worthwhile to carefully tune the performance of these phases in order to achieve performance gains.

Figure 12 shows the scalability of the phases from a subset of the NAS parallel benchmarks. These plots demonstrate that different phases within parallel applications exhibit different scalability. This motivates the need to carefully choose the thread counts for parallel programs not based on entire program scalability, but on the scalability of the program phases that are currently executing on the system.

4.4 SCALABILITY-BASED COOPERATIVE AUTO-TUNER

The previous section demonstrates that different programs exhibit different thread scalability, i.e. the increase in performance obtained by increasing the number of threads differs between programs. Moreover, it is demonstrated that programs consist of several phases, each with different thread scalability. This section presents a cooperative auto-tuning technique that exploits this phase scalability to improve overall system performance, specifically the ANTT metric discussed in Section 2.4.1.
4.4.1 Cooperatively Auto-Tuning ANTT

The tuning problem that needs to be solved is as follows. Given a system where multiple programs are running, choose a number of threads for each program that minimise the ANTT of the system. Moreover, this decision needs to be made every time a program exhibits a phase change in its behaviour. Detection of these phase changes is discussed in Section 4.5.2.

The formula for computing the ANTT of the system, and a detailed discussion of this system-wide performance metric, is given in Section 2.4.1 Equation 2. This formula is duplicated below:

$$\text{ANTT} = \frac{1}{|P|} \sum_{i \in P} \left( \frac{T_i^M}{T_i^S} \right)$$

Here $T_i^S$ is the best execution time of program $i$ when running exclusively on the system (a single-program environment), and $T_i^M$ is the execution time of program $i$ when running alongside other programs on the system (a multi-program environment).

In order to optimise overall system performance, we need to choose thread counts for each running program that minimise the system’s ANTT. Given the equation for ANTT, this is equivalent to minimising the sum of terms $T_i^M$.

$T_i^S$ is fixed for each program, whereas $T_i^M$ varies depending on the number of threads allocated to each program on the system. $T_i^S$ therefore does not play a part in the choice of thread allocation. We can instead discover the values of these terms via direct measurement of $T_i^S$ a priori or by predicting it at runtime. The number of programs $|P|$ is also fixed in this equation.

Minimising ANTT is therefore equivalent to minimising the terms $T_i^M$ which are the execution time of each program $i$ when run together on the system. We therefore need to determine the relationship between the number of threads allocated to a program and the value of $T_i^M$, which will allow us to choose the thread allocation that minimises ANTT.

However, measuring this relationship a priori is impractical as the space is, for all practical purposes, infinite. This is because any combination of programs could be running on the system at the same time. This makes the problem intractable, however it can be simplified by constraining the system such that each program is allocated a subset of the available cores in the system. This modification to the space of possible thread allocations provides a way to predict the relationship using
single-program execution data collected a priori. By assuming that programs do not interfere with one another, the terms $T^M_i$ can be predicted from the execution time of programs run in isolation. We therefore only need to determine the relationship between the execution time of each program and the number of threads allocated to it, independently for each program that is to be run on the system.

Given this scalability information for each program we can compute an estimate for the ANTT for every possible thread allocation. Moreover, we can do this at runtime and therefore choose the optimal thread allocation for the system to use. We simply use the scalability information to compute the ANTT for every possible thread allocation, and pick the thread allocation that minimises ANTT. This is the thread allocation that we use for the current programs executing on the system.

### 4.4.2 Tuning Program Phases

This scalability based tuning technique can be extended to handle program phases. The execution time of a program $i$ is simply the sum of the execution time of its phases $Q_i$:

$$T^S_i = \sum_{j \in Q_i} T^S_{i,j}$$

and similarly for execution in a multi-program environment:

$$T^M_i = \sum_{j \in Q_i} T^M_{i,j}$$

The ANTT for the system can therefore be expressed as:

$$\text{ANTT} = \frac{1}{|P|} \cdot \sum_{i \in P} \left( \sum_{j \in Q} T^M_{i,j} \right)$$

As for the whole-program case, minimising this equation is equivalent to minimising the terms $T^M_{i,j}$, as $P$, $Q_i$ and $T^S_{i,j}$ are invariant in the equation.
This section describes the implementation of our thread count tuner, called THREAD_TUNER_SKELE, for our skeleton library. The skeleton library is a multi-threaded C++ library for image processing. Figure 13 outlines the components in the tuning system. The runtime monitor informs the decision mechanism about phase changes in the running programs, and therefore prompts it to make resource allocation decisions. The modification mechanism provides an interface for the decision mechanism to modify the resource allocation of the running programs. The design of the modification mechanism is described in Section 4.5.1, the runtime monitor is covered in Section 4.5.2 and the decision mechanism in Section 4.5.3. The decision mechanism implements the cooperative thread tuning algorithm presented in Section 4.4.

4.5.1 Modification Mechanism

The modification mechanism provides an API via which the thread count of a running application can be modified.

Figure 14 shows how the skeleton modification mechanism controls the number of cores utilised by a skeleton instance. The work to be executed is represented as a range of tasks. For example, this could be pixels from an image being processed by a stencil skeleton. Each core is initially allocated a range of these tasks to execute. For example each core could be given separate parts of an input image to process. Each core executes its tasks in order, shrinking the range of remaining tasks. When the modification mechanism changes the number of cores, it re-allocates these ranges of tasks so that they are divided amongst the new set of available cores. This may leave unavailable cores on the system that can be utilised by other applications.

4.5.2 Runtime Monitor

The purpose of the runtime monitor is to communicate events and performance metrics to the decision mechanism. It also relays decisions from the decision mechanism to
Figure 14: Diagram show how the modification mechanism adjusts the number of threads used by running skeleton instances. A1) and B1) show the initial thread allocations. A2) and B2) show the situation after some of the threads have completed tasks. A3) demonstrates what happens when the number of threads allocated to a program is decreased, and B3) demonstrates what happens when the number of threads allocated to a program is increased.

Figure 15: Structure and communication between running programs and the runtime monitor component. Programs communicate phase change events and performance metrics to the runtime monitor, and the runtime monitor sends thread allocation decisions to the programs.

programs, so that they can modify their implementation at runtime to meet their new resource allocation.

The communication structure between each program and the runtime monitor is detailed in Figure 15. There are two channels of communication between each program and the runtime monitor. The main program process sends events to the runtime monitor (detailed below). A separate reconfiguration thread marked ‘R’ in the diagram listens for reconfiguration requests with a new resource allocation from the runtime monitor, and responds with an acknowledgement when the skeleton has been reconfigured.
Events consist of the following:

- A new skeleton starts.
- A skeleton completes execution.
- A skeleton has a phase change in its behaviour.

The rationale behind these is that the resource allocation for the system only needs to change when there is a change in the workload of the system. This is the case when either a new skeleton starts executing (increasing the demand on the resources of the system), and skeleton finishes execution (decreasing the demand on the resources of the system) or a skeleton has a phase change in its behaviour.

Phase changes are programmed statically in the skeleton implementation. For example, consider the prefix skeleton applied to a 2-dimensional volume. It first computes partial sums across the rows of the volume, and then computes the output across these columns of partial sums. This skeleton has two phases: computation of the rows, and computation of the columns. Therefore, a phase change event is sent to the runtime monitor between these two phases. This is hard coded in the prefix skeleton implementation by the library developer.

The communication performed between the runtime monitor and running programs is summarised in Figure 16. Each program has a thread that listens for reconfiguration messages from the runtime monitor, marked ‘R’ in Figure 16. When one occurs, it uses inter-thread communication to tell the thread pool to stop, reschedule its work according to the new resource allocation, and then continue processing work. Once the thread pool is reconfigured, thread ‘R’ informs the runtime monitor that the reconfiguration has completed.
Figure 17: Visualisation showing the points during program execution at which the decision mechanism updates its allocation decision. Each program is coloured differently, with light and dark regions indicating execution phases within the parallel program that exhibit different thread scalability.

4.5.3 Decision Mechanism

The first issue to address is to decide when the decision mechanism should make resource allocation decisions. We assume that the execution of each program consists of a sequence of phases. Each phase has different behaviour and characteristics, meaning that the best resource allocation for each phase differs. However, within a single phase, we assume that the behaviour is static, and therefore the optimal resource allocation remains fixed.

These observations simplify the tuning problem, as we are only required to make a decision about resource allocation whenever a program changes phase. This occurs when a program starts execution, changes parallel pattern or completes execution. This is visualized in Figure 17. Note that because our programs are implemented using parallel skeletons, we statically know where the phase changes are. This avoids having to do complex and expensive phase detection at runtime.

4.5.3.1 Handling Sequential Phases

A further consideration that needs to be addressed is the presence of sequential program phases. Programs often contain sequential phases, such as initialisation code at the start of the program or between parallel phases. Our tuning approach handles this by keeping track of whether a phase is parallel or sequential. If it is sequential, the thread allocation is fixed to a value of 1. If it is parallel, then our tuning approach is free to choose the optimal thread allocation.
4.5.3.2 Making Tuning Decisions

Given these properties of the ANTT metric, the auto-tuner needs to choose a thread count for each currently running phase such that the sum of terms $T_{ij}^M$ is minimised.

To make the tuning problem tractable, we can allocate a distinct subset of the system’s cores to each currently executing program phase, and assume that the execution of each program phase is independent. This allows us to estimate the multi-program turnaround time for each phase ($T^M_{ij}$) using the single-program turnaround time of each phase for a given subset of threads ($t_i$) measured a priori ($T^S_{ij}(t_i)$). This scalability information can then be used to choose the best thread count. The best choice are the thread counts ($t_i$) that minimise the ANTT of the system, predicted using the single-program turnaround times collected a priori:

$$\text{Predicted ANTT} = \frac{1}{|P|} \sum_{i \in P} \left( \sum_{j \in Q} \frac{T^S_{ij}(t_i)}{T^M_{ij}} \right)$$

4.5.3.3 Tuning Algorithm

The decision mechanism chooses the number of threads for each currently running program as follows.

The decision mechanism runs as a separate process on the system, and sets up a pipe for communication with running programs. When a program starts, it informs the decision mechanism by sending it an appropriate message over the pipe. Also, when a program experiences a phase change, it sends a phase change message to the decision mechanism over the pipe.

When the decision mechanism receives a message, it chooses a new thread count for every running program, such that the predicted average normalized turnaround time of the system is minimised. This is calculated using the formula given in Section 4.5.3.2. This is done by estimating the average normalized turnaround time of the system for every possible allocation of thread counts to the currently running programs. The thread counts that provide the minimum estimated ANTT are chosen as the new schedule. Messages are sent to each running program, using the pipe, informing them of how many threads they are allowed to use.

For programs that are in a sequential phase, they are trivially assigned a thread count of 1. Programs in a parallel phase are assigned at least one thread, such that the total number of threads used by all programs does not exceed the number of cores in the system.
4.6 OPENMP IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the libgomp OpenMP implementation of our dynamic autotuner, called ThreadTuner-OMP. Due to the lack of mature benchmarks for our multi-threaded C++ skeleton programming library, we also implemented the tuning technique for OpenMP so that it can be evaluated the mature NAS parallel benchmark suite (Bailey et al., 1991). While OpenMP does not provide as much high level program information and tuneable parameters as a skeleton parallel program, it is sufficient to demonstrate our approach. It has one runtime adjustable parameter (number of threads) and provides high level phase information (OpenMP parallel regions). We implemented our adaptive tuning system as part of GCCs OpenMP runtime library libgomp and evaluated it using the mature NAS parallel benchmark suite.

The runtime monitor and modification mechanism, whose implementation was described in the previous section, have been implemented as part of libgomp. The runtime monitor communicates phase changes to the decision mechanism using inter-process communication. It does this whenever an OpenMP parallel region starts or stops. The modification mechanism listens for thread allocations from the decision mechanism and suspends or resumes threads as required.

All of the inter-process communication is implemented using the high-level libzmq inter-process communication library (Hintjens, 2013). This is a lightweight communication library that provides a range of communication patterns, such as publisher-subscriber and point-to-point.

Our implementation within OpenMP has one important constraint. Parallel loops must use the dynamic scheduling strategy. This allows the modification mechanism to check for new resource allocations from the decision mechanism at regular intervals during execution of the parallel loop. However, it will incur some execution overhead when a program is running exclusively on the system, as work cannot be statically allocated to the threads in the program.

The decision mechanism itself is implemented as a Python script that listens for phase change event messages from the running programs on the system. When a phase change message is received, the script uses the previously collected scalability information to choose the new optimal thread allocation. It then communicates the new thread allocation using IPC back to the running programs. The phases within programs are determined by the decision mechanism, which is part of the libgomp
library. It sends a phase change message to the scheduler script whenever a top-level parallel for block is entered, or completes execution.

4.7 Evaluation

In this section, we analyse the performance of both implementations of our scalability-based tuning technique: THREADTUNER-SKEL which auto-tunes our parallel skeleton library and THREADTUNER-OMP which auto-tunes OpenMP applications. Section 4.7.3 investigates the overhead incurred by the inter-process communication between running programs and the runtime monitor, for THREADTUNER-SKEL. Section 4.7.4 examines the effect of changing the frequency of inter-process communication on this overhead, for THREADTUNER-SKEL. Section 4.7.2 evaluates the ANTT and STP achieved by both THREADTUNER-SKEL and THREADTUNER-OMP compared to the default Linux OS scheduler.

4.7.1 Experimental Setup

For our experiments we use a single-socket machine, with a 12 core Intel E5-2620 processor clocked at 2GHz. The system has 16GB of main memory and runs Linux 3.7.10. We use GCC 4.7.2 to compile the benchmark programs.

We use benchmark programs taken from two different sources. Firstly, we use a suite of image processing benchmarks implemented using our multithreaded C++ skeleton framework. This consists of algorithms taken from OpenCV (Bradski and Kaehler, 2008). The second set of benchmarks are taken from the NAS parallel benchmark suite, and are used to evaluate the OpenMP implementation of the auto-tuner discussed in Section 4.6.

To quantify the error in our measurements, we run each program for at least 3 repeats, possibly more, until the coefficient of variation falls below 0.01. This technique is described in more detail in Section 2.4.2.4. We measure the time for the entire execution of each program, including loading data from disk.

4.7.2 NAS Parallel Benchmarks

Figure 18 shows the ANTT and STP achieved by our adaptive tuning system. A random set of pairs of benchmarks were chosen from the NAS parallel benchmark suite.
Figure 18: Plot showing the ANTT and STP achieved by ThreadTuner-OMP, the scalability-based thread count tuner compared to the libgomp implementation of OpenMP. For ANTT, lower is better. For STP, higher is better. Each benchmark combination is run multiple times, until the coefficient of variation of the execution times drops below 0.01.
Figure 19: Overhead of the runtime monitor for a range of image processing benchmarks. Reconfiguration messages were sent to the programs at 100ms intervals. The benchmarks are each run repeatedly until the coefficient of variation in the results drops below 0.01. Error bars show 99% confidence intervals for the mean.

These programs were then run concurrently using both the default OpenMP scheduler and our adaptive scheduler. The execution time of each program was measured and used to compute the ANTT of the system, therefore lower is better.

These results demonstrate that, on average, our approach achieves better performance than the OpenMP default. In one case our approach did as well as, but not better than, the default OpenMP scheduler. This is likely due to the slight overhead incurred by the inter-process communication performed by our scheduler.

4.7.3 Runtime Monitor Overheads

This section presents an empirical evaluation of the overheads introduced by communication between programs and the runtime monitor. Repeated reconfigure messages are sent to the programs with a fixed resource allocation. We measure the total execution time of a range of image processing benchmarks, with and without the runtime monitor code enabled. Each of these programs is run in isolation.

Figure 19 shows the slowdown incurred by the runtime monitor for each of the image processing benchmarks. The baseline is our multithreaded C++ implementation without the runtime monitor component. The runtime monitor was configured to send a reconfigure message to each program continuously, at 100ms intervals. The average slowdown was 0.95x. This means that we need a performance improvement of just 5% in order to overcome the overhead incurred by the extra communication.
The results also show that the slowdown varies across programs. For 5 of the 10 benchmarks performance was not affected. 4 of the program experience about 10% degredation in performance. Interestingly, the filter benchmark exhibits a speedup of 8%. We are investigating what is causing this counter-intuitive result.

These experiments were run on a 32-core shared memory machine.

4.7.4 Sensitivity Analysis

We ran a further experiment to determine how performance is affected by the frequency of reconfigurations. Figure 20 shows the slowdown for each benchmark using 4 intervals for the reconfigure messages, ranging from 1ms to 1000ms. The execution time of each benchmark is approximately 0.5 seconds, so using 1000ms as the interval means that no reconfigure messages are sent to the program.

The results show that the overhead is unaffected by the frequency of the reconfiguration messages. There is a fixed overhead to be paid for use of the runtime monitor, but the additional overhead introduced by the increased number of reconfigurations is negligible. This shows that the overhead incurred by our implementation scales well to a high-frequency of reconfigurations. Such a scenario would present itself when the workload of the system changes rapidly.
In this chapter, the need for scalability-based tuning of thread counts was motivated. A tuning technique for dynamically choosing the thread counts for skeleton parallel programs was developed, based on scalability information collected a priori for each program. THREADTUNER-OMP achieves an ANTT of 2.63 and an STP of 1.03 which, compared to the libgomp OpenMP implementation, is an 11% improvement in ANTT and a marginal improvement in STP.

The next chapter explores the second of the three cooperative auto-tuning challenges addressed in this thesis: choosing where to schedule threads for parallel programs running on a multi-socket shared-memory system.
The previous chapter explored how to cooperatively tune the number of threads used by programs, in order to improve overall system performance. However, it assumed that the system consists of a single socket. This chapter addresses the second challenge of cooperatively tuning: where should each program’s thread be executed?

Different program-to-core mappings for a dual-socket machine are explored, and their performance impact measured. From this data we devise a spatial-scheduling heuristic, named LIRA, for selecting which program’s threads should run be scheduled to run on the same socket. From this heuristic, two flavours of scheduler are implemented: (i) LIRA-STATIC collects performance data in an offline profiling step to decide the schedule when a program starts its execution, and (ii) LIRA-ADAPTIVE which operates dynamically at runtime, using online hardware performance counters data to adapt the schedule during program execution.

Section 5.2 motivates the need for this work by showing the performance impact of different program-to-socket mappings on the ANTT and STP of the system. These performance metrics are described in detail in Section 2.4.1. Section 5.3 explores the performance degradation caused by ignoring the presence of multiple sockets, and devises the LIRA heuristic that is used to predict the best program-to-socket schedule. Section 5.4 describes the design and implementation of the static and dynamic schedulers, LIRA-STATIC and LIRA-ADAPTIVE. Section 5.5 evaluates the performance gains provided by these schedulers compared to two competing approaches: Callisto (Harris et al., 2014) and the libgomp OpenMP runtime systems. We demonstrate that LIRA-ADAPTIVE is better than the offline static approach LIRA-STATIC that uses the same heuristic. We demonstrate improvement in both STP and ANTT. Finally, Section 5.6 summarises the chapter, including a discussion of the limitations of this approach.
5.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter explored how to cooperatively tune the number of threads used by programs. Based on the scalability of each program, a number of threads was assigned to each program running on the system. However, this makes the assumption that every core is equal, and the spatial allocation of threads to cores was simple: pin each thread to its own core. This chapter addresses the challenge of where to schedule the program threads that are executing on the system.

In multi-socket machines it is not the case that each core is equivalent. Firstly, communication between cores on different sockets is more expensive than between cores in the same socket, as it must cross the inter-socket interconnect. Secondly, each socket has a dedicated memory controller and main memory. Therefore sharing memory between cores on different sockets incurs additional memory traffic to copy the data between sockets. The presence of multiple memory controllers also provides more bandwidth for memory operations, if used correctly. By balancing the load on the memory controllers by scheduling the programs to different sockets, the system memory controller resources can be fully utilised.

In this chapter, we explore running a dynamically changing mix of parallel programs on a multi-socket shared-memory machine. We explore how to make online decisions about which of these programs’ threads should be co-located on the same single socket.

An online adaptive scheduler, named LIRA-ADAPTIVE is developed, that selects which sets of programs should share cores on the same socket, and is able to respond to phase changes within a program’s execution.

We build on Callisto (Harris et al., 2014), a user-mode framework for prototyping schedulers and exploring the interaction between the system-wide scheduler and the runtime systems in individual programs. Callisto reduces scheduler-related interference between sets of programs running together, but ignores memory system interference present in multi-socket NUMA machines. This work is discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.1 and Section 5.4.1.

We evaluate LIRA-ADAPTIVE by comparing it with: (i) BEST-STATIC which selects the best program-to-socket mapping for a given workload by exhaustively trying every combination a priori, (ii) LIRA-STATIC which selects the program-to-socket mapping using the same heuristic as LIRA-ADAPTIVE but based on per-program solo-run profiling, (iii) Callisto and (iv) libgomp from GCC with scheduling performed by
5.2 MOTIVATION

Figure 21: The Average Normalized Turnaround Time (ANTT) and System Throughput (STP) achieved by: (i) libgomp from GCC 4.8.0, (ii) Callisto and (iii) Callisto with the three possible static program-to-socket mappings. The programs are run concurrently on a dual-socket machine, with at least 9 repeats. For ANTT, lower is better, and for STP, higher is better. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals for the mean.

the default Linux OS scheduler. LIRA-STATIC avoids the cost of collecting profiling information during execution, but also prevents adaptation to phase behavior.

Figure 21 shows the performance of running four programs concurrently on a dual-socket machine with 8 cores per socket, using different runtime systems and program-to-socket mappings. The experiment uses AMMP (A) and SWIM (B) from the SPEC OMP 2012 benchmark suite, and PAGERANK (C) and TRICOUNT (D) from the GreenMarl domain-specific graph analytics project (Hong et al., 2012). The programs all run concurrently. Each is run for at least 9 repeats, and possibly more to ensure that all 4 programs are running throughout the experiment. We measure two system-wide performance metrics: ANTT and STP. These metrics are defined and discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.1.
Figure 21 compares five scheduling variants for this workload:

**LIBGOMP** The OpenMP implementation of libgomp from GCC 4.8.0. Each program is run using a separate instance of the libgomp library. Each is configured to use passive synchronization and 16 OpenMP threads each. Therefore, each program has sufficiently many threads to make use of all cores on the system. Scheduling of these threads is performed by the default Linux 2.6.32 scheduler.

**CALLISTO** This variant uses Callisto (Harris et al., 2014). Each program creates 16 OpenMP threads, and Callisto multiplexes these over the 4 cores allocated to each program. The sets of 4 cores will generally be in the same socket, but there is no control over specifically which program gets which set of cores (this may vary over time as programs start and complete). If one program cannot use all of its allocated cores, then Callisto makes these available to other programs; this provides AMMP and SWIM with additional cores when PAGERANK and TRICOUNT are loading their input graphs.

**AB-CD** These three configurations use a modified version of Callisto that fixes each program’s threads to a specific quarter of the machine. For programs A–D, the notation indicates which pairs of programs are placed on the same socket. For instance AD-BC indicates that A and D are together, and that B and C are together. Accounting for symmetry, there are three alternative choices of allocating programs to sockets.

The results show that the choice of program to socket mapping has an impact on both the ANTT and STP of the system. Callisto achieves better ANTT than libgomp OpenMP, which is expected given that Callisto’s aim is to reduce interference between programs. This interference can be reduced further by partitioning programs within separate sockets, as shown by the improved ANTT and STP achieved by each of the configurations AB-CD, AC-BD and AD-BC. Moreover, the choice of pairings of programs has a significant effect on performance. The ANTT and STP varies amongst the three configurations, with AD-BC achieving better ANTT and STP compared to the other two. LIRA-ADAPTIVE attempts to identify these best pairings at runtime.
5.3 Socket Scheduling Heuristic

In this section we describe how LIRA characterises programs at runtime, to identify a schedule that is likely to perform well. Section 5.3.1 explores the performance degradation that occurs when running pairs of programs on a multi-socket machine, and Section 5.3.2 describes our heuristic technique for predicting program pairings that minimize this degradation.

![Figure 22: Pair-wise speedup of programs, comparing sharing a socket to using separate sockets. Boxes annotated with a – indicate cases where performance decreased, and + where performance increased. Regions marked with a – show where system performance can be improved.](image)
5.3.1 Pairwise Performance Degradation

Figure 22 shows a comparison between running pairs of programs on the same socket to running them on distinct sockets. We use a 16 core dual-socket machine for this experiment. The programs used are detailed in Section 5.5.1. Each program is configured to run 4 threads, pinned to either 4 distinct cores on different sockets (A--B-- using our previous notation), or 4 distinct cores on the same socket (AB--). This setup ensures that each program is given the same amount of computational resource – 4 threads pinned to 4 distinct physical cores – and that each thread has exclusive use of the core to which it is pinned. Therefore any change in performance is due to thread placement.

These results show that there is a significant performance penalty associated with sharing the a socket with another program. For about half of the program combinations there is an increase in execution time of 20%, and a maximum increase of 50%. For the other half of the programs there is minimal impact on sharing sockets. In some rare cases, there is actually an increase in program performance. In two cases, there is a 1.4x increase in performance. See Section 5.5.2 for further discussion of this.

These results suggest that a smarter scheduling approach could avoid program slowdown by carefully choosing which programs should share the same socket.

It is also interesting to note that there are clear rows of red for some applications and columns of white for others. For example, md is amenable to sharing the system as it does not experience or cause slow-down when paired with any programs. In contrast, swim adversely affects the performance of most programs when they run alongside it, except for md. Therefore md and swim are good candidates to co-locate on the same socket, to improve overall system performance.

5.3.2 LIRA: Heuristic for Socket Scheduling

Modern CPU architectures provide many hardware performance counters, in the form of a set of dedicated hardware registers that are incremented by the control logic of the CPU itself. These can be used to record events on a per-thread basis, with low overhead or impact on the behavior of the program. They include events such as the number of cache misses at different levels of the hierarchy and the number of completed instructions. The specific events that are available is dependent on the underlying hardware. We use the Performance API library (Mucci et al., 1999) to set
up and measure hardware counters on our experimental platform. These counters provide some measure of the behavior of programs, that we can use as program features to build our predictive model which is the basis of our scheduling heuristic.

Figure 23 shows the speedup of running pairs of programs concurrently on the same system over running them in isolation, against the absolute difference in the rate at which the programs execute load instructions. This rate is measured separately for each of the program’s threads then averaged using the arithmetic mean. For these measurements, we use the same 16 core dual-socket machine as before. These results show that the average slowdown is greatly reduced when the difference in load instruction rate is maximized. Program pairs with a large difference in load instruction rate (the cluster to the right of the plot) have a geometric mean speedup of 98% and a maximum slowdown of 19%. In contrast, program pairs with a small difference in load instruction rate (the cluster to the left of the plot) have smaller geometric mean speedup of 93% and a much higher maximum slowdown of 44%. This shows that pairs of programs with different load instruction rate are more likely to achieve good performance. The intuition here is that, by pairing programs in this way, pressure on the memory system is reduced. We use this as our heuristic for predicting which pairs of programs will cooperate more effectively when run on the same socket.
**THE LIRA HEURISTIC**

Given a set of programs to run on the system, each with a given load instruction rate, we choose a mapping from programs to sockets such that the absolute difference in the instruction rate of the programs on each socket is maximized. Consider a dual socket machine with four programs running, programs A and B are scheduled to the first socket, and programs B and C to the second socket. The programs have load instruction rates $R_A$, $R_B$, $R_C$ and $R_D$. The chosen schedule is the one that maximises the following expression:

$$\text{abs}(R_A - R_B) + \text{abs}(R_C - R_D)$$

(11)

5.4 SPATIAL SCHEDULING FOR SOCKETS

In this section we introduce LIRA-ADAPTIVE, an online adaptive scheduler built on top of Callisto Harris et al. (2014). Section 5.4.1 explains how Callisto’s spatial thread scheduling works. Section 5.4.2 discusses Callisto’s behavior in a multi-socket environment. We then describe two variants of our multi-socket-aware scheduler: Section 5.4.3 describes LIRA-STATIC which uses profile data to perform static scheduling, and Section 5.4.4 describes LIRA-ADAPTIVE which performs online adaptive scheduling. These schedulers build on Callisto to improve thread to core scheduling in a multi-socket system, using the LIRA heuristic described in Section 5.3.2.

5.4.1 Callisto’s Thread Scheduler

The Callisto runtime system uses *dynamic spatial scheduling* to allocate threads to physical cores. The structure of the Callisto runtime system is shown in Figure 24.
Each program that runs on the system spawns multiple worker threads and pins each thread to each physical core. Of the threads pinned to each core, one is designated the high priority thread, and the remainder as low priority threads. An example of this is shown in Figure 25. Callisto ensures that each program has an equal share of high priority threads, and that the main thread for each program is given high priority. The aim of this is to ensure that the main thread can always run, as it often acts as a producer of parallel tasks, and so its performance is critical to the performance of the program as a whole. This also provides a fair distribution of resources across all running programs.

Callisto’s aim is to run high priority threads most of the time. This means that the high priority threads experience low interference from other threads running on the system. For example, they can make full use of core-local caches, without the threat of other programs evicting cache lines that would lead to performance degradation. This setup also reduces the number and frequency of context switches, reducing the overhead they incur.

In order to maintain good utilization of resources, a low priority thread is allowed to run when the high priority thread is not runnable, for example when the high priority thread blocks for disk accesses or synchronization. Due to the bursty nature of many parallel workloads, which is also true of many of the benchmarks used in our evaluation, this is essential to make good use of the available hardware resources. Callisto limits the frequency with which context switching to low priority threads can occur using a configurable hysteresis threshold, typically around 10ms. If a high priority thread blocks for longer than a fixed number of processor cycles, it is stopped and a low priority thread allowed to run. The high priority thread is only allowed to run again after it has been runnable for sufficiently many processor cycles.
Figure 26: Example of a pathologically bad schedule produced by Callisto’s spatial scheduling. High priority threads are marked with an H. Each program is given an equal number of high priority threads, however they are placed on separate sockets. This will cause maximal inter-socket communication overheads.

5.4.2 Multi-Socket Scheduling

Callisto’s thread scheduler treats the system as a homogeneous array of cores. It arbitrarily assigns programs to cores, and allows a program to have threads running on different sockets. This means it does not necessarily allocate programs to sockets in a manner that reduces interference. Callisto’s spatial scheduler can lead to the situation where a low priority thread is run on a different socket from the high priority threads. This is likely to incur additional inter-socket communication as data is copied to the caches on the other socket. Synchronization may also have to be performed across the socket boundary in this case, which may cause the high priority threads to block whilst waiting for the low priority thread to complete. For example, Callisto could produce the pathologically bad schedule shown in Figure 26. Each thread needs to communicate across the socket boundaries, which introduces communication overheads that would be unnecessary if the threads were scheduled to the same sockets.

Our scheduler uses the LIRA heuristic to extend Callisto by considering the fact that the cores exist in separate sockets. Our approach aims to automatically allocate programs to sockets such that interference and contention for resources is reduced. When there are more programs than sockets, we also keep all of the threads for each program on the same socket, to avoid the situation where a low priority thread is run on a separate socket. However, within each socket, we use Callisto to schedule the threads. This improves utilization within each socket, by allowing low priority threads to run if the high priority threads block.

We develop two scheduling techniques: LIRA-STATIC (Section 5.4.3) uses profile data collected a priori to decide which programs to allocate to which sockets, and
LIRA-STATIC, our profile-driven scheduler, uses information about program behaviour collected a priori to schedule programs to sockets.

The application programmer provides a sample input and the program binary to the system. The program is then run exclusively on a single socket of the machine, and hardware performance counters are used to measure its behaviour. The values of these are converted to rates (normalized by the total execution time of the program) and stored in a database for use in scheduling decisions.

When a program is run on the system, the scheduler examines the database for the behaviour data for every program that is running. This data is used to predict the best allocation of programs to sockets. We then use the original Callisto strategy to schedule each program’s threads within each socket. This means that, within each socket, each program spawns and pins one thread to every core, and each program has an equal share of high priority threads. This prediction is made using the LIRA heuristic described in Section 5.3.2. Figure 27 shows an example of the spatial scheduling performed.
This scheduling decision is only made when a program is invoked. The schedule does not adapt during program execution, or program phases. In our experiments we focused solely on the case where sets of programs are run simultaneously.

This static profile-driven approach requires a potentially expensive training phase, however it incurs no runtime overhead. This approach is used as an additional baseline to compare against our more sophisticated online adaptive scheduler, described in the following section.

5.4.4 LIRA-Adaptive: Online Scheduler

Our online adaptive scheduler uses the same LIRA heuristic as the profile driven scheduler, described in Section 5.4.3. This heuristic is used to choose the best program to socket allocation during program execution. This removes the need for a separate profiling step, makes the approach input agnostic, and allows the schedule to adapt to changes in program behavior during program execution.

The online adaptive scheduler consists of the following two components. Figure 28 shows a timing diagram of the operations performed by these components.

**Performance Monitoring** Each program thread periodically measures its hardware performance counters (shown by 6 in Figure 28), and updates a process-
Each program spawns an additional thread to perform scheduling decisions (3). These threads are pinned to the same cores as each program’s main thread. These scheduler threads periodically check the information stored in the shared-process table (containing performance information collected by the performance monitor) to decide if the thread schedule should change (3). The time interval between these updates is configurable. A sensitivity study for this parameter is presented in Section 5.5.4.

The scheduler computes the arithmetic mean of the cache miss rates for each thread in each program. It then uses the LIRA heuristic (described in Section 5.3.2) to assign a numeric score to every possible placement of programs on sockets. The schedule with the highest score is then chosen as the new schedule.

This decision is written to a process-shared piece of memory (3), so that the main threads in other programs can detect the change and apply the new schedule (3). Work is allocated to threads based on the schedule, and threads that are not allocated work simply remain idle (3).

5.4.4.1 Dealing with Bursty CPU Load

Programs often involve an input or output phase which requires significant amounts of I/O to disk. For example, the graph analytics benchmarks load a large graph from disk before performing computation over it. During these phases, CPU usage is min-
Figure 29: Trace showing the CPU load (red, dashed line) and load instruction rate (blue, solid line) over time for the PAGERANK program. This demonstrates the initial loading and completion phases with minimal CPU load. Phase changes in load instruction rate during high CPU load periods can also be seen.

imal – the worker threads are essentially idle. This makes the load instruction rate heuristic meaningless. The threads do not run very often therefore there no meaningful load instruction rate to measure. Figure 29 shows an example of this behaviour for the PAGERANK program.

LIRA-ADAPTIVE handles this by first classifying the programs running on the system as idle or active. This is done by measuring the number of cycles that each high priority threads spends in a runnable state (i.e. when not blocking for I/O or synchronization). This is converted to a percentage CPU load and averaged across all program threads. If this average CPU load is below 50% the program is considered idle. Note that the choice of this threshold is not important as the common case is that the program’s average CPU load is either near 100% or near 0%.

The schedule is determined based on the following cases:

**NO IDLE PROGRAMS** The load instruction rate LIRA heuristic is used to schedule programs to sockets. This is the common case, when none of the programs are performing large amounts of I/O to disk.

**AT LEAST 1 IDLE PROGRAM** The load instruction rate of the idle program is assigned a value of 0. This will result in the program with the highest load instruction rate being scheduled to the same socket as the idle program. Also, the idle programs are not moved to a different socket.

**MORE IDLE PROGRAMS THAN SOCKETS** The schedule is left unchanged.
5.5 Evaluation

In this section we analyse the performance of our profile-driven and online adaptive schedulers compared to the libgomp OpenMP implementation and Callisto. Section 5.5.1 details the setup for our experiments, Section 5.5.2 compares our scheduling techniques against OpenMP and Callisto, and Section 5.5.3 compares against an optimal static policy.

5.5.1 Experimental Setup

We use two performance metrics to compare and contrast the scheduling approaches – ANTT and STP. These metrics are described in detail in Section 2.4.

For our experiments we use a dual-socket machine, with a pair of Xeon E5-2660 processors clocked at 2.20GHz. Each processor has 8 physical cores with 2 hardware threads per core. We disable hyperthreading to focus on the effects of multiple sockets, and will investigate the effect of hyperthreading in future work. Each socket has 128GB of main memory, for a total of 256GB, and runs Linux 2.6.32. We use GCC 4.8.0 to compile the benchmark programs.

We use 18 benchmark programs taken from four different sources. Firstly, we use the 11 benchmarks from SPEC OMP 2001 and 2012 that are supported by Callisto. These are the benchmarks that do not use manual locking via calls to omp_set_lock and omp_unset_lock. These calls are used by (i) nested parallel sections, (ii) the ordered directive and (iii) explicit tasks.

We also include an implementation of the betweenness-centrality graph algorithm (Brandes, 2001) written using CDDP, a constrained data-driven parallelism programming model (Harris et al., 2013). Four graph analytics programs are also included. They are written in the domain specific Green-Marl language (Hong et al., 2012), which is compiled to OpenMP using the Green-Marl compiler.

Finally, we include a pair of micro-benchmarks: spin and cachehog. spin simply executes CPU-bound computation, with a very small working set, so as to put minimal stress on the memory system. cachehog executes memory-bound computation, with the aim of maximising the number of misses in the last-level cache. The intention of this is to provide a benchmark that makes the heaviest possible utilisation of the memory system. Running these synthetic workloads alongside other programs helps us understand the reasons for the behavior that we see.
We use input sizes that require approximately one minute of execution time when run alone on the machine. For the SPEC OMP 2006 benchmarks, we used the “large” inputs, and slightly reduced size inputs for the SPEC OMP 2012 benchmarks. For the graph analytics benchmarks we use a large Twitter graph with 42 million nodes and 1,500 million edges.

From this set of 18 benchmark programs, 32 random combinations of 4 programs are chosen. Table 1 shows the 32 chosen combinations, and the number used to refer to each in the graphs of results. We run each of the 32 sets of programs using each of the runtime environments: the libgomp OpenMP implementation from GCC, the Callisto runtime library, our static profile-driven scheduler (LIRA-STATIC) and our online adaptive scheduler (LIRA-ADAPTIVE). We also measure the performance of every permutation of statically allocating programs to sockets, to provide best and worst case bounds for LIRA-STATIC (WORST-STATIC and BEST-STATIC). To compute the ANTT and STP for each instance, we record the execution time for each program run in isolation on the machine. We therefore run each benchmark program in isolation, utilizing all 16 cores on the machine and the libgomp OpenMP implementation.

Note that using this experimental setup we are comparing our online adaptive scheduler, with its performance tracking instrumentation, against libgomp and Callisto without runtime instrumentation. Our results therefore include any runtime instrumentation overhead. These overheads are amortized by the increased performance and are quantitatively analysed in Section 5.5.4.
Figure 30: Box plots showing the percentage improvement in Average Normalized Turnaround Time (ANTT) (left) and System Throughput (STP) (right) achieved by each runtime system, across all 32 combinations of 4 concurrently running programs. For ANTT, lower is better, and for STP, higher is better. The thick horizontal lines show the median, the shaded boxes show the interquartile range, and the whiskers show the maximum and minimum values.

To quantify the error in our measurements, we run each program for at least 9 repeats. The running time of each benchmark program differs, therefore we repeatedly execute each of the four programs, until each of them have run for 9 repeats. This maintains the system workload for each program. We measure the time for the entire execution of each program, including loading data from disk.

### 5.5.2 Comparison with libgomp and Callisto

Figure 30 shows the percentage improvement in ANTT and STP achieved by each approach, compared to Callisto. This is computed as the percentage change in ANTT/STP for each program combination compared to the ANTT/STP achieved by Callisto.

Our results demonstrate that LIRA-ADAPTIVE performs the best. In all cases it achieves performance at least as good as Callisto, and usually better. On average, LIRA-STATIC performs similarly to Callisto. This is likely due to both Callisto and the static approach choosing a single schedule for the entire program run. The schedule does not adapt to changes in program behavior during execution. This demonstrates that the adaptive approach used by LIRA-ADAPTIVE is required. Moreover, any overhead incurred by LIRA-ADAPTIVE’s more complex implementation is amortized by the performance gains it provides.
Figure 31: Comparison of the Average Normalized Turnaround Time (ANTT) and System Throughput (STP) achieved by different approaches, for 32 random combinations of 4 concurrently running programs. For ANTT, lower is better, and for STP, higher is better. AVG shows the arithmetic mean of the ANTT and STP for each approach.
Figure 31 shows the ANTT and STP for each program set achieved by both our static profile-driven scheduler (LIRA-STATIC) and online adaptive scheduler (LIRA-ADAPTIVE), compared to the libgomp OpenMP implementation, the Callisto runtime system, the best possible performance (BEST-STATIC), and the worst possible performance (WORST-STATIC), when choosing a schedule statically.

In most cases, libgomp performs the worst. This is not particularly surprising, as the benchmarks have likely been tuned under the assumption that the program will be using the machine exclusively. This demonstrates the need for socket aware scheduling given concurrently running programs.

In most cases, Callisto performs better than libgomp, achieving an ANTT close to 1 and an STP close to 4 in each case. LIRA-STATIC performs, on average, slightly better than Callisto. LIRA-ADAPTIVE performs similarly to the profile-driven approach for ANTT, improving performance in roughly half the cases, but degrading it in others. However, it significantly improves STP in many cases, achieving an STP greater than 4 in some cases. In some cases, LIRA-ADAPTIVE achieves an ANTT lower than 1. This shows that by pairing together programs that interact well performance can actually be improved compared to running in isolation. This is due to stalls in program execution being avoided by context switching to the other concurrently running program, but in such a way that the switch does not harm the performance of either program.

Three interesting cases are 10, 16 and 26. In these cases libgomp achieves the best ANTT. Callisto harms performance slightly, and LIRA-STATIC harms performance further. This is due to the increasing amount of runtime overhead introduced by each approach, and the fact that the programs in these cases do not interfere with one another (as shown in Figure 22). There is therefore no performance to be gained by carefully choosing the program-to-socket mapping, and therefore no performance gain that can be used to hide these overheads. In these three cases LIRA-ADAPTIVE also performs worse than libgomp, but at least as well as Callisto.

5.5.3 Comparison with Optimal Static Policy

Figure 31 also compares against two static oracles (BEST-STATIC and WORST-STATIC), which exhaustively try all static thread-to-socket allocations to find the best/worst choice. The results show that, in most cases, the profile-driven approach achieves the best performance it can (the static oracle provides an upper bound on the performance that a static scheme can achieve). This supports the hypothesis that the
LIRA heuristic is a good way of choosing non-interfering pairs. The results also show that in some cases there is large scope for improving performance using a dynamic approach. In some cases this comes at a cost in ANTT, but improves STP.

5.5.4 Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 32 shows the effects of varying the two implementation parameters present in LIRA-Adaptive: (i) the time delay between scheduler invocations which controls the frequency at which the system can adapt to changes in program behavior, and (ii) the time delay between samples of the hardware performance counter which controls the accuracy of the load instruction rate and CPU load information used to compute the LIRA heuristic.

This experiment was performed identically to previous experiments. We run 32 combinations of 4 concurrently running programs, on a dual-socket 16-core shared-memory machine.

**TIME DELAY BETWEEN SCHEDULER INVOCATIONS**  For this parameter, we investigate time delays of 0.1 seconds (the value used by LIRA-Adaptive), 1 second and 5 seconds. We also compare against LIRA-Static, where the scheduler is invoked exactly once, at the start of the programs’ execution, but with a priori knowledge of the hardware performance counters averaged over the program’s entire execution. The time delay between samples of the hardware counters was set to $2 \times 10^9$ cycles for this experiment.

The top two plots in Figure 32 show the effect of this parameter on ANTT and STP. As the time delay is increased, performance decreases (shown by an increase in ANTT and a decrease in STP). The median ANTT and STP is similar for each plot, however the spread of ANTT and STP for the 32 program combinations increases. This increased spread of values shows that some programs performance is adversely affected by increasing this parameter value, whilst others maintain the same performance.

In the case of only running the scheduler at the start of the programs’ execution, the performance across all benchmarks decreases significantly. This is shown by the increase in ANTT and decrease in STP. This demonstrates that best performance is achieved when the scheduler is invoked frequently, so that the runtime system can adapt the scheduler to the changing program behaviour.
Figure 32: Box plots showing (i) the effect of varying the time delay between scheduler invocations on Average Normalized Turnaround Time (ANTT) (top left) and (ii) System Throughput (STP) (bottom left), and (iii) the effect of varying the time delay between samples of the hardware counters on ANTT (top right) and (iv) STP (bottom right). For ANTT, lower is better, and for STP, higher is better. The thick horizontal line shows the median, the box shows the interquartile range, and the whiskers show the maximum and minimum values. LIRA-ADAPTIVE uses a time delay of 0.1 seconds between scheduler invocations, and a time delay of $0.5 \times 10^9$ cycles between hardware counter samples.
TIME DELAY BETWEEN HARDWARE COUNTER SAMPLES  For this parameter, we investigate time delays of $0.5 \times 10^9$ cycles (the value used by LIRA-ADAPTIVE), $1 \times 10^9$ cycles and $2 \times 10^9$ cycles. We also compare against LIRA-STATIC. The time delay between scheduler invocations is 5 seconds for this experiment.

The bottom two plots in Figure 32 show the effect of this parameter on ANTT and STP. Performance is similar for time delays of $0.5 \times 10^9$ and $1 \times 10^9$ cycles. Performance decreases for a time delay of $2 \times 10^9$ cycles, shown by an increase in the median ANTT, and decrease in the median STP. Performance is worst for LIRA-STATIC, where the scheduler is unable to respond to changes in program behaviour. This shows that frequent measurements of the hardware counters are required to provide the scheduler with accurate and timely information, so that it can adapt the schedule to changes in program behavior.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, the need for socket-aware scheduling was motivated. Both a profile-driven and online adaptive approaches: LIRA-STATIC and LIRA-ADAPTIVE. These schedulers map programs-to-sockets to reduce inter-socket interference and improve resource sharing in multi-program multi-socket systems. LIRA-ADAPTIVE does not require separate, offline workload characterization runs, and it accommodates a dynamically changing mix of applications, including those with phase changes.

LIRA-STATIC and LIRA-ADAPTIVE are evaluated using programs from SPEC OMP and two graph analytics projects. These two approaches are compared to the best possible performance obtained across all static mappings of 4 programs to 2 sockets, the libgomp OpenMP runtime that comes with GCC and Callisto, a state-of-the-art scheduler Harris et al. (2014). LIRA-STATIC improves system throughput by 10% compared to libgomp, and LIRA-ADAPTIVE improves system throughput by 13%. Compared to Callisto, LIRA-ADAPTIVE improves performance in 30 of the 32 combinations tested, with an improvement in system throughput of up to 7%, and 3% on average over 32 combinations.
The previous chapter explored the challenge of how to cooperatively auto-tune the placement of program threads on sockets, in order to improve overall system performance. This chapter addresses the third and final cooperative auto-tuning challenge: how to cooperatively auto-tune the program implementations, by adjusting high-level parameters provided by the parallel framework.

In particular, this chapter presents work exploring the effect on overall system performance of the grain size parameter in Intel’s Threading Building Blocks (Intel, 2012) when multiple parallel programs are running concurrently. Experiments are presented that demonstrate the need for cooperative tuning of this high-level implementation parameter. A tuning approach trained using an offline static tuner, similar in design to that presented in Chapter 4 is demonstrated to be ineffective in this scenario. The correlation between TBB performance counters and grain size is explored, and used to motivate a tuning approach which is evaluated using data collected from an exhaustive exploration of the optimisation space.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 motivates the need for cooperative tuning of the grain size high-level implementation parameter present in Intel’s TBB framework, when multiple programs are running on a shared system. Section 6.3 describes an approach trained using offline static information, and demonstrates that it is ineffective at tuning the grain size parameter in TBB. Section 6.4 explores the correlation between TBB performance counters and the best choice of grain size in order to improve system performance. Section 6.5 evaluates the performance improvement provided by using TBB performance counters to auto-tune the grain size of concurrently running programs. This approach is compared against the default TBB settings and the best possible performance found by an exhaustive search of the space of grain size parameter values. Section 6.6 summarises the work presented in this chapter, which is the final technical contribution of this thesis.
6.1 INTRODUCTION

In addition to the choice of how many threads to spawn and where to schedule them, addressed in the previous two chapters, we also require automatic tuning of implementation parameters exposed by parallel frameworks. These parameters directly affect the behaviour of parallel programs, including their resource usage characteristics and communication patterns. They therefore have a direct impact on the performance of parallel programs. Moreover, these parameters affect the performance of other programs running on the same system and need to be tuned in a cooperative manner.

In this chapter, we investigate parallel programs implemented using Intel’s Threading Building Blocks framework (Intel, 2012). This library contains a grain size parameter which affects the granularity of the parallel programs running on the system. A smaller grain size causes a large number of small parallel tasks to be executed, whereas a larger grain size will result in a smaller number of large tasks. A small grain size therefore provides more parallel tasks and therefore larger scope for parallel execution, however it may lead to increased overheads such as synchronisation and inter-thread communication.

Programs implemented using TBB define the notion of task, and the grain size parameter controls how many of these tasks are coalesced before being executed by a worker thread. TBB programs are manually tuned to set this grain size parameter, or simply use the library default value of one. However, the optimal grain size is both dependent on the application and on the system workload, making the conventional methods of tuning the grain size sub-optimal. We therefore require a more intelligent approach for choosing values for the grain size parameter of each running program.
6.2 Motivation

Figure 33 shows the overall system performance when running a pair of programs concurrently on a multi-core shared-memory system, using different choices for each program's grain size. The programs are implemented using Intel's TBB parallel framework, using the `parallel_for` parallel pattern, described in more detail in Section 2.3.4. Each program therefore has a grain size parameter that controls the granularity of its computation that can be tuned to improve overall system performance.

The experiment uses the BLACKSCHOLES and STREAMCLUSTER benchmarks from the PARSEC benchmark suite (Bienia, 2011). These programs are run on a 4-core shared-memory machine, and multiple repeats are used to quantify errors in the measurements. Overall system performance is measured using the ANTT and STP metrics, which are discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.1.

This experiment compares the following four approaches for choosing the grain sizes for this pair of programs:

- **Worst** chooses the grain size that provides the worst performance, and is found using an exhaustive search of the space of possible grain sizes. This provides a lower-bound on the overall system performance.
Default uses the default grain size hard coded into each benchmark. Tachyon uses a default grain size of 1 and the default grain size of Streamcluster depends on its input and the system — it is computed by dividing the input size by the number of cores, which in this case gives a value of 1024.

Alone-Tuned chooses the grain size for each program based on the program’s performance when it is run on its own. The grain size that provides the best single-program performance for each program is used when the programs are run together. The performance of these programs against various grain sizes is shown in Figure 35. This approach is also discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.

Oracle chooses the grain size for each program that achieves the best overall system performance. This is found using an exhaustive search of the space of possible grain size values. This provides an upper-bound on the overall system performance.

These results, shown in Figure 33 demonstrate that TBB’s grain size parameter has a significant effect on performance for this pair of programs. Moreover, the default value used in the TBB library does not provide the best performance when this program pair are run together. It is also the case that choosing the best grain size for each program when they are run in isolation does not provide the best performance. This motivates the need for a more intelligent strategy for choosing the grain size for each program.

Figure 34 shows a heat map of the performance found by an exhaustive search of the space of grain size parameters, for the same pair of programs as before. The four approaches, compared previously, are also highlighted on the heat maps.

These results show that the optimisation space is complex, and that the best choice of grain size is very different to the manually chosen default that is hard-coded into TBB. Furthermore, the grain sizes chosen by the Alone-Tuned approach are also far from the optimal grain size.

These experiments demonstrate the need for cooperatively tuning of TBB’s grain size parameter, as the best choice of grainsize depends on the system workload. Moreover, the default parameter value hard coded into TBB does not provide the best system performance, nor does choosing the best grain size when each program is run on its own.
Figure 34: Heat maps showing (i) the Average Normalized Turnaround Time (ANTT) (left) and (ii) System Throughput (STP) (right) when running BLACKSCHOLES and STREAMCLUSTER at the same time on a 4-core system with different grain size settings. The x-axis shows varying grain sizes for STREAMCLUSTER and the y-axis for BLACKSCHOLES. Darker regions indicate improved performance: for ANTT lower is better, and for STP higher is better. The grain sizes chosen by the four approaches are also highlighted: (i) O marks the grain sizes that achieve the best possible performance found by the ORACLE approach, (ii) W marks the worst possible performance found by an exhaustive search, (iii) D marks the TBB default settings, and (iv) marks the point chosen by the ALONE-TUNED approach.
Table 2: The benchmark programs used in the experiments, including details of their default grain size setting and inputs used in the experiments. The grain size marked (†) is dependent on both the program input and the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Default Grain Size</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>PARSEC 3.0</td>
<td>Option pricing using the Black-Scholes PDE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50,000 options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>PARSEC 3.0</td>
<td>Body tracking algorithm</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>PARSEC 'native' inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>PARSEC 3.0</td>
<td>Online clustering algorithm</td>
<td>1024(†)</td>
<td>PARSEC 'simsmall' inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>PARSEC 3.0</td>
<td>Pricing of a portfolio of swaptions</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>500 swaptions, 500 simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tachyon</td>
<td>TBB</td>
<td>Parallel ray tracer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>820spheres.dat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3 Tuning Using Single-Program Scalability

Figure 35 shows how program performance scales with grain size, when programs are run on their own utilising the entire machine. These experiments were run using the five benchmark programs listed in Table 2 on a 4-core shared memory system, identical to the one used for the motivational experiments in Section 6.2.

Programs differ in the best grain size. In most cases, increasing the grain size leads to worse performance. This is the case for swaptions, tachyon and bodytrack. For blackscholes, the grain size has no impact on performance, and for streamcluster, increasing the grain size provides a slight improvement in performance.

This scalability information can be used to choose the grain size for each program running on the system. We set the grain size for each running program to be the grain size that achieves best performance when the program is run on its own on the machine. However, this tuning approach does not work in this context. On average across all the program combinations evaluated, this approach performs the same as the default TBB library settings, and therefore provides no performance benefit. These performance results are discussed in more detail in Section 6.5.3.

6.4 Heuristic for Cooperatively Tuning Grain Size

In this section, we explore the correlation between TBB performance counters and system performance – measured using the ANTT and STP metrics. This is used to devise a tuning heuristic for choosing the grain size for programs when running concurrently on the same system. We later evaluate this heuristic on a profiled data set collected a priori.
6.4 HEURISTIC FOR COOPERATIVELY TUNING GRAIN SIZE

Figure 35: The performance scalability of programs with varying grain size. Each program is run on its own on a 4-core shared-memory system. The plot shows the speedup of each grain size setting, over a grain size of 1. Each program is executed for multiple repeats until the coefficient of variation dropped below 0.01. The solid lines show the average speedup across repeats, and the shaded region show a 99% confidence interval for the mean.

6.4.1 Measuring TBB Performance Counters

TBB includes functionality to measure the frequency of events, such as the number of TBB tasks that have been executed and the number of steals that have failed. Each TBB worker thread uses atomic increment instructions to track the frequency of these events, writing them into a table in shared memory. However, this only allows the counter frequencies to be obtained once the program has completed execution.

TBB was modified to include an additional thread that periodically writes the values of these counters to standard output, so that they can be tracked during the execution of programs. This allows a heuristic based on these performance counters to be evaluated at runtime and be used to inform the choice of the grain size.

The overheads involved in measuring these counters at runtime is evaluated in Section 6.5.4.
6.4.2 Correlation between TBB Counters and Performance

TBB uses a work stealing scheduler, as described in Section 2.3.4. This allows threads to steal work from one another. TBB’s performance counters track the number of steals that succeed and fail. High numbers of failed steals are a good predictor of bad performance, and can be used to predict the best grain size to use.

Figure 36 shows the correlation between system performance and the number of steals failed per second, averaged across both programs. The dark blue and dark red regions show the grain sizes that achieve best performance. Cooler colours indicate low values for the number of steals failed, and these correlate with the darker, higher performance regions in the other two heatmaps.

The steals failed rate is continuously measured by TBB, unlike ANTT and STP which can only be calculated after the programs complete execution. It can therefore be used as a heuristic to guide an online adaptive approach to tune the grain size parameter. Our heuristic chooses the grain size for each program such that the average steal failure rate across programs is minimised.

6.5 Evaluation

This section evaluates the performance found by our tuning heuristic, using a study based on profiled data collected in an exhaustive exploration of the optimisation space. The heuristic predicts the best TBB grain size using information from performance counters. It is evaluated using programs when run together, for a range different benchmark combinations.

The experimental setup is described in Section 6.5.1. Section 6.5.2 describes the exhaustive evaluation of the performance of the grain size optimisation space for different pairs of programs, used to evaluate the tuning approaches. Section 6.5.3 discusses the performance found by our tuning heuristic, based on scalability information when programs are run on their own, introduced in Section 6.3. It also compares the performance found by our heuristic against the default TBB grain size settings, against the best possible performance found using the exhaustive evaluation of the optimisation space.
Figure 36: Heat maps showing (i) the Average Normalized Turnaround Time (ANTT) (left) (ii) System Throughput (STP) (middle) and (iii) steals failed (right) when running BLACKSCHOLES and STREAMCLUSTER at the same time on a 4-core system with different grain size settings. The x-axis shows varying grain sizes for STREAMCLUSTER and the y-axis for BLACKSCHOLES. Darker regions in the left two heatmaps indicate improved performance: for ANTT lower is better, and for STP higher is better. The grain sizes chosen by the four approaches are also highlighted: (i) O marks the grain sizes that achieve the best possible performance found by the ORACLE approach, (ii) W marks the worst possible performance found by an exhaustive search, (iii) D marks the TBB default settings, and (iv) marks the point chosen by the ALONE-TUNED approach.

6.5 Evaluation
Table 3: The program combinations used in the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>bodytrack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>bodytrack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>streamcluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>streamcluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>streamcluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>swaptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>swaptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>tachyon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.5.1 Experimental Setup

The benchmark programs used to evaluate the system are summarised in Table 2. They are all implemented using TBB’s `parallel_for` pattern, and therefore contain the tunable TBB grain size parameter. They are taken from both the TBB source distribution\(^1\) and the PARSEC 3.0 benchmark suite\(^2\) (Bienia, 2011).

We use input sizes that require approximately half a second of execution time when run alone on the machine. The inputs used for each benchmark are summarised in Table 2. This table also shows the default grain size hard coded into each benchmark program. `blackscholes` and `tachyon` both use TBB’s library-set default value of one. The other benchmarks have hard coded values for this parameter, chosen manually by the benchmark author. `streamcluster` uses a default grain size computed using a manually devised heuristic. Its grain size is set to the size of the input data divided by the number of available cores on the system.

For the experiments we use a quad-core Intel i7-3820 processor clocked at 3.60GHz. The processor has 4 physical cores, with 2 hardware threads per core for a total of 8 hardware threads. However, we disable hyper-threading to avoid introducing noise into the experiments, using just one hardware thread per core, for a total of 4 hardware threads. The system has 16GB of main memory, and runs Linux 3.7.10. We use GCC 4.7.2 to compile the benchmark programs.
6.5 Evaluate

Figure 37: Diagram showing how programs are run for multiple repeats, when a pair of programs are run concurrently. The repeats are stopped once one of the two programs has run for at least 5 repeats. Performance measurements for the last execution of the shorter running program, marked *, are ignored.

6.5.2 Oracle Study

To evaluate the different approaches for choosing values for the grain size, we exhaustively evaluate the performance at each point in the grain size parameter space, for pairs of benchmark programs. Using the set of 5 benchmark programs, we run all 15 combinations of pairs of programs. Table 1 shows the combinations, and the number used to refer to each in the graphs of results. We run an exhaustive exploration of the performance of each program combination, for a range of grain size values for each benchmark. Grain sizes of 1, 2, 4, 8, . . . 2048 are explored. This provides sufficient coverage of the space, whilst keeping the space small enough so that measurements of the performance of the entire space are tractable. We also measure the performance of each benchmark combination using the default TBB grain size.

To compute the ANTT and STP for each benchmark combination, we used the execution time of each program, when run with a grain size that provides the best performance when the program is run in isolation on the system.

When running a pair of programs, each program may have very different execution times. In order to ensure that benchmark execution overlaps sufficient, we run each benchmark for at least 5 repeats. This setup is depicted in Figure 37. We measure the time for the entire execution of each program, including loading data from disk.

1 https://www.threadingbuildingblocks.org
2 http://parsec.cs.princeton.edu/overview.htm
Figure 38: Comparison of the Average Normalized Turnaround Time (ANTT) and System Throughput (STP) achieved by choosing the grain size using five different approaches, when running pairs of programs concurrently. (i) choosing the grain size that provides the best performance found by an exhaustive search of the space, (ii) choosing the grain size that provides the worst performance, (iii) using the default value hard coded into the benchmark, (iv) choosing the grain size that provides the best performance found by an exhaustive search of the space when the programs are run alone, and (v) choosing the grain size that provides the best performance found by our tuning heuristic. AVG shows the arithmetic mean across all program pairs. The program pairs are detailed in Table 3.
6.5.3 Results

Figure 38 shows the ANTT and STP achieved by each tuning approach for different pairs of benchmarks.

Worst shows the worst possible performance found by the exhaustive evaluation of the space of grain sizes. This provides a lower bound on the possible performance. Oracle shows the best possible performance found in this exhaustive search, providing an upper bound on the performance that can be achieved.

Default is the performance achieved by the TBB library using its default settings. In some cases the default settings perform poorly, and in others it performs close to the oracle performance. This demonstrates that manually chosen, static parameters do not always provide the best performance. On average across all program combinations, this approach achieves an ANTT of 2.66 and STP of 0.83.

Alone shows the performance achieved when programs are run using the grain size that provides the best performance when the program is run on its own on the system. On average across all program combinations, this approach performs similarly to Default. This poor performance demonstrates the need to tune the grain size in a cooperative manner.

Tuner achieves the best of these approaches, and is the performance found by our tuning heuristic. On average, it finds a point in the space with an ANTT of 2.35 and STP of 0.91. This approach is closest to the Oracle performance, which is an ANTT of 2.07 and STP of 0.98.

6.5.4 TBB Performance Counter Measurement Overheads

Figure 39 shows the overhead involved in measuring the TBB performance counters required by the heuristic. This plot shows speedup against the time interval between measurements of the performance counters. These results show that the runtime overheads of performing this measurement are minimal, and so have a negligible effect on the overall system performance. In order to provide timely updates to the performance counters, they are sampled once every 20 milliseconds in the experiments presented here. This provides, at worst for Bodytrack, a 0.75% performance hit, and a 0.26% performance hit on average across all of the benchmarks.
This chapter has presented experiments that demonstrate the need for cooperative tuning of the grain size parameter in TBB. The correlation between TBB performance counters and this grain size parameter are explored, and a heuristic devised which utilises this information to choose the best grain size when programs are run concurrently. It is evaluated on a profiled data set collected a priori.

This chapter concludes the technical contributions presented by this thesis. The next chapter concludes the thesis with a brief summary of the contributions, a critical analysis of this work, and directions for future work.
CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has explored three challenges associated with cooperative auto-tuning of parallel programs, where the system workload is dynamically changing.

A predictive scheduler for choosing the optimal number of threads for each program running on the system was discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 motivated the need for, and describes an online-adaptive scheduler for choosing where to run threads on a multi-socket machine. The challenge of tuning the grain size implementation parameter in Intel’s Threading Building Blocks library is explored in Chapter 6.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. It begins in Section 7.1 with a brief summary of the contributions made by this thesis. These contributions are discussed further in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 discusses potential directions this work could be taken in in the future.

7.1 CONTRIBUTIONS

This section summarises the contributions made in the three technical chapters of this thesis, which address the three cooperative tuning challenges described in Section 1.2. Thread count tuning is performed dynamically at runtime, using scalability information collected for each program a priori. Thread counts are chosen in order to optimise the ANTT and STP performance metrics for the system as a whole. Thread placement tuning is performed using a heuristic driven scheduler. The heuristic uses memory pressure to allocate program’s threads to sockets. Finally, automatically tuning the grain size implementation parameter in Intel’s Threading Building Blocks is explored.

The main contributions of this thesis are:

- A technique, called ThreadTuner, for choosing thread counts for programs in the presence of dynamic system workload is developed. Thread counts are chosen based on scalability information for the programs, collected using an offline training phase. The approach dynamically adapts its decisions at runtime, in response to changes in the system workload. Runtime overheads are
reduced, by using static program information to determine when the system workload changes. Our scheduler improves overall system performance, compared to manually tuned benchmarks written using the OpenMP (Dagum and Menon, 1998) parallel framework. This work has been presented in Chapter 4.

- A heuristic and scheduler to allocate program threads to sockets is developed. The effect of different program-to-core mappings on performance is explored, revealing the performance degradation caused by ignoring the presence of separate sockets. An online adaptive scheduler that reduces interference and resource contention on shared memory multi-core multi-socket systems is developed. Its aim is to balance the pressure on the memory system of each socket, which results in improvements in system performance. This online scheduling approach is compared against two competing approaches: Callisto (Harris et al., 2014) and OpenMP (Dagum and Menon, 1998), and our approach achieves improvement in system performance. The system performance when using the dynamic scheduler is also compared to an offline static approach using the same heuristic. It is shown that the dynamic approach improves system performance. This work has been presented in Chapter 5.

- The performance impact of the grain size implementation parameter in Intel’s Threading Building Blocks is investigated. An oracle study of the optimisation space is performed, comparing the best, worst and default performance achieved when varying TBB’s grain size parameter. A heuristic is devised from this data, which uses TBB performance statistics to tune the grain size parameter. This work has been presented in Chapter 6.

7.2 CRITICAL ANALYSIS

This thesis has provided some significant contributions to the field of cooperative auto-tuning. This section discusses how these contributions fit into the wider context, provides analysis of the pros and cons of the approaches developed in this thesis and discusses some of the pitfalls encountered during this work. Various challenges of cooperative auto-tuning not addressed by this thesis are discussed in future work Section 7.3.1.
7.2 Critical Analysis

7.2.1 Benchmark Suites

A custom skeleton library was developed for the thread count tuning presented in Chapter 4, and the intention was to use this library for the remaining chapters. However, a benchmark suite also needed to be created for the library. Implementing such a benchmark suite would have required a large programming effort beyond the scope of this thesis. Even if a new benchmark suite had been devised, the wider community would not necessarily be convinced that such a suite would represent a sensible set of applications. Moreover, performance comparison with existing systems would be difficult using a completely different benchmark set. We therefore used OpenMP and TBB for the later technical chapters as these parallel libraries are more established and have a wide range of available benchmark programs.

7.2.2 Trained Approaches

The approach used in Chapter 4 relies on an offline training phase. In contrast to a heuristic driven online approach, this is expensive in terms of computation time. Training is also unlikely to be platform independent.

The training is also unlikely to be agnostic to the inputs that a program is given. In our experiments, programs are given identical inputs each time they are run, which is not representative of the real world.

Training also requires a set of benchmarks that provides an accurate representation of the types of program that will be run in production. This is a disadvantage when the approach needs to be trained for use in a general purpose environment where the mix of applications is unknown.

However, if done correctly, training provides accurate a priori information from which tuning decisions can be made. It would be impossible to make tuning decisions without some form of information. It is possible that a heuristic exists which is as effective as this offline trained approach, however none exists that I am aware of.

7.2.3 Scaling to Larger Systems

It is not clear whether LIRA, our thread placement tuner described in Chapter 5, scales to larger systems and larger sets of applications. The heuristic formula can be extended to accommodate more concurrently running applications, and the intu-
ition behind maintaining balanced memory pressure across sockets suggests that the approach should scale to larger systems. However, our approach does not consider, for example, the overhead of migrating threads between sockets. As the number of applications and sockets grows this overhead may become an issue.

7.2.4 Program Transformation

This work tunes programs by adjusting parameters of the program’s implementation. Other works transform the program itself in order to improve performance (Ansel et al., 2009), however there is no previous work on doing this in a cooperative manner on a shared system.

The performance gains available from modifying the program source code are likely large, as this provides a larger scope for program modification beyond adjusting implementation parameters. However, for such an approach to be tractable the scope of program modifications would need to be constrained. These constraints would then define the optimisation space over which we need to tune.

7.3 Future Work

This section discusses potential directions in which this work could be extended.

7.3.1 Additional Challenges for Cooperative Tuning

Cooperatively tuning applications is not isolated to the three challenges addressed in this thesis, although they do cover a significant portion of the tuning problem. The following outlines other potential challenges for cooperative tuning on multi-core systems:

Scheduling threads in time The work in this thesis relies on there only being one thread scheduled to each core. If this is not the case, then one approach is to multiplex the core among multiple threads, by context switching between them. This would need to be done in a manner that takes cooperative tuning into account.
Adapting the Skeleton Implementation There are often many different algorithms that can be used to implement a skeleton. Sorting is a clear example: many sorting algorithms exist, with different tradeoffs, and the choice of algorithm is likely to have an impact on programs cooperation for resources on shared systems.

Adapting Data Structures The choice of data structure is another high-level implementation decision that can be varies. Different choices of data structures, with different tradeoffs, will have an impact on cooperation between programs for resources. For example, some data structures may be more space efficient than others – which may be beneficial when sharing parts of the cache hierarchy – but may require more computational resource to use.

7.3.2 Interaction between the Three Challenges

Another area for future work is to address the ways in which the three cooperative tuning challenges explored in this thesis interact.

For example, the choice of high level skeleton parameters – such as TBB’s grain size explored in Chapter 6 – is likely to have an impact on the choice of the number of threads. If the system is heavily over-subscribed, using fewer threads will likely improve system performance, and also reducing the grain size so that fewer tasks are present on the system for the reduced number of threads to execute.

The techniques used to address these techniques may also be complimentary, but this needs to be explored further. For example, the out cooperative thread count tuning technique could be used within sockets, where the program to socket mapping is chosen by our cooperative thread placement auto-tuning technique.

7.3.3 Over-subscription and Simultaneous Multi-threading

The thread count auto-tuning presented in this thesis ignores the potential performance improvements that could be gained by exploited Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT), also known as Hyper-Threading or by spawning more threads than there are cores. In some contexts, executing more threads than there are cores can be beneficial, as the threads execution can be overlapped to hide stalls in execution caused by I/O or synchronisation.
7.3.4 Wider Range of Workloads

The thread placement tuner is only evaluated for 4 concurrently running programs, for tractability reasons. Extending this analysis to larger numbers of applications should demonstrate its effectiveness for more diverse workloads. It could also be extended to use of finer grained scheduling, by co-scheduling individual threads, instead of entire programs of threads.

7.4 SUMMARY

This chapter concludes the thesis. It has provided a summary of the main contributions made by this work, a critical analysis of the material presented and discusses ideas for future work in the field of cooperatively tuning parallel programs.
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